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THE EVOLUTION OF RELIGION.

The Parliament of Religions has been very signif
icant in indicating the increased liberality and 
breadth among < ‘hristian people and im showing that 

\ a large degree of tolerance and kindliness in the con- 
sideration of religious matters is not confined to 

• Christendom. There is no doubt that there has been 
great progress in matters of religion, both in Europe 
and in this country, during the last half century, 
especially during the last quarter of a century. A 
thousand agencies have combined to produce these 
results. Each religious organization now in sympa
thy with advanced liberal thought makes large 
claims as to having brought about this state in the 
public mind, making a Parliament of Religions pos
sible/ The Unitark give themselves great credit; 
the Universalists trac. Jie results largely to their 
denominational efforts; the Free Religious Associa
tion has not been behind any of the religious bodies 
in ascribing much of the increase of liberality to its 
own efforts, and indeed all these organizations are 
entitled to much credit for what they have done; but 
they are only so many little rivulets that have helped 

* to produce the great river.
Agencies which arc not included in any of the re

ligious work have perhaps done more than all the 
religious agitation of the century. For instance, 
Charles Darwin produced a work which revolution* 

, ized not only the science of zoology, but though in
directly, very radically and extensively, the relig
ious thought of the civilized world. In so far as 
evolution has been accepted or partially accepted by 
religious leaders, they have had to abandon or in 
some way greatly to modify the doctrine of the fall 
of man; but this doctrine is connected with salvation 
through Christ and the falsity of one implies the 
falsity of the other. ' This is true logically, but it is 
not by any means seen by the great mass of , people 
who give their assent to evolution. Inconsistency is 
one of the characteristics of transitional periods. 
Men outgrow a portion of their old faith and accept 
new ideas which are inconsistent with portions of the 
old creed that still remain. They do not see the in
consistency and ‘hey do not want to see, it and time 
is required to outgrow all these assumptions of the 
past which conflict with the newly acquired truth. 
Probably the extension of the doctrine of evolution, 
due in a very large degree to the work of Darwin, 
Spencer and other advocates of this doctrine, has 
ddne more to produce modification of the creeds than 
any other agency that can be named, but with all the 
modification of religious beliefs, there still remain 
certain errors which are really anomalies in the re
ligious condition of to-day.

Many of the speakers at the Parliament of Relig
ions very properly emphasized tho fact that the dif
ferent religions are fundamentally alike but super
ficially different, and every person, Catholic or 
Protestant, Mohammedan or Confucian who has at
tempted’to explain this fact has referred, directly or 
indirectly, definitely or indefinitely, to a primeval 
religion and a primeval revelation. There has been 
a tacit acknowledgment of a golden a^e, of a per

fect humanity and of special communion with God. 
such as is not vouchsafed to men in the laUr and 
more corrupt ages. So far as wchaw noticed there 
has been no criticism of this fundamental erroneous 
assumption; even the speakers of the Free Religious 
Association did not combat it and did not affirm the 
modern doctrine of the evolution of religion, that is. 
in any distinct and reasoned manner which directed 
attention to the subject or made any impression upon 
the audiences.

If evolution be true ami that it is Is now acknowl
edged by the thinkers of the world, then religion as 
well as government, language, etc., hm- gradually 
been developed from simpler into more complex con
ditions. If man ages ago was a savage ami not a. be
ing with physical, intellectual and moral qualities 
perfect, then the religion mu.-t have corresponded 
with the savage mind. The idea, of a primeval con
dition of human perfection and of a special super
natural revelation is absolutely, unqualifiedly con
tradicted by the whole doctrine of evolution, and the 
idea can exist in enlightened minds that have given 
attention to evolution only as a survival. The fact 
that it mu repeated again and again without atty 
contradiction during the Parliament of. Religions, at 
least to the day that this article is written, shows the 
need of education in the doctrine of evolution espe
cially in its bearing on religion, not only among the 
illiterate, but among the educated religious minds, 
which arc dominated by theological methods instead 
of scientific habits of thought. If the doctrine of 
evolution has any validity whatever in any province
of thought, it certainly must apply loreligio^. 
know that it does so far as history speaks on th 
ject. Monotheism has grown out of polytheis 
all these complex systems of religion, such as I

We 
stib- 
and 

d-

the outgrown institutions of the past. Other organi
zations growing out of them may persist through the 
centuries that shall follow and serve a purpose in the 
listory of men. We can confidently hope that they 
will be more universal, more liberal, more rational 
and more adapted to the requirements of the enlight
ened mind ttyn arc any of the organizations which 
now exist.

With these facts and probabilities in mind, it will 
>e seen that there is work for the Free Religious As

sociation. for Unitarians, for Universalista. for Spir
itualists, and all other earnest and advanced thinkers. 
I heir work will not ultimate in a. separate organiza
tion likely to have any permanency, but in the modi
fication of public sentiment and thereby in the ad
vancement of all the existing organizations in liberal 
thought, until the sectarian distinctions shall dis
appear and mankind can unite in common religious 
work on a common religious basis, withoutVho neces
sity of subscribing to any dogma and in which char
acter and not creed shall be a true test of worth and 
the condition of- fellowship.

hism and Christianity, arc known to have grown out 
of pre-existing faiths. J

Evolution, as we have often said in these columns 
is along the line of the existing order. Religious 
progress must not be looked for merely outside of the 
religious organizations, but inside of them, and there 
its effects will be the most permanent. The Free 
Religious Association will do its work and disappear. 
It has no roots to give it any enduring power beyond 
a few years. Unilarianism and Universalism will last 
longer, but the iWepUncc of their leading ideas by 
the larger and older denominations will render their 
existence unnecessary and they will disappear. All 
the forms of Protcstanism will have become merely a 
part of history when the Catholic church will still 
exist and exert a powerful influence over Um minds 
of men. These Protestant forms of Christianity are 
but mere offshoots, and owing to the peculiar circum
stances under which they appeared and the soil in 
which they have grown, their existence has been pro
longed through centuries and may exist a few cen
turies more; but they have no abiding strength. The 
Roman Catholic church, though it will endure many 
centuries will also some day be a thing of the past 
and Buddhism, Brahminism, Shintoism, Confucianism, 
old systems that run back into the hoary mists of 
antiquity, will also disappear; hut the universal ele
ments of religion common to all these religions will 
remain when every ecclesiastical organization on the 
face of the earth shall have taken its place among

THE FREE RELIGIOUS ASSOCIATION.
The Meetings of the Free Religious Association 

held in this city last week were in point of interest, 
attendance and the quality of the addresses a decided 
success. It was pleasant to see such men as Col. 
Higginson and Mr. Potter representing that associa
tion before Chicago audiences. * It was pleasant to 
meet with these friends of free religious thought un
der such auspicious conditions, when were being 
practically realized, for the time being, some of the 
very objects for which this Association was formed, 
giving its friends an opportunity for congratulations, 
such as it perhaps never before had in its whole his
tory. Col. Higginson spoke in his eloquent and gra
cious manner. Mr. Potter‘s sketch of the Free Re
ligious Association was interesting ami timely, Mr. 
Mozoomdar of the Brahmo-Somaj, of India, spdko 
with the emotion characteristic of the Oriental mind, 
showing the progress of religious thought in the 
world. Mr. Abbot in a more beligerent spirit and 
attitude, spoke among other things, of the import
ance of studying religion according to the scientific, 
method, hut his remarks were marred by palpdblo 
misrepresentation of the position of Herbert Spencer, 
which Mr. Abbot does not understand and cannot 
fairly .state. Perhaps there has not been a more 
palpable misstatement of an opponent’s position by 
tho most orthodox representative of Christianity dur
ing the sessions of the. Parliament of Religions than 
Mr. Abbot's attempt to de tine the views of Spencer, 
in order to refute them. There were other speakers 
in the afternoon session, whom we did' not hear, but 
who we understand spoke ably- eloquently and forci
bly in defense of rational religious thought. The 
festival held at the Tremont House in the evening 
was not as interesting as those which have been held 
in Boston. One reason for this was that but few pres
ent knew one another personally and the conditions 
otherwise were not favorable to the most; complete 
social interchange of thought. The short speeches 
were for the most part to the point. Oh the whole, 
these meetings of the Free Religious Association
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must be considered a success and they should lead to I more than the entire •‘educatedopinion’' of those who 
renewed efforts, for a large and important gathering reject Spiritualism from what they have read against 
next year. There is work which the ollicers of the it or from the exposures they have seen of tricks, 
Association can do between the present time and the I frauds and follies which have Been perpetrated in its
next annual meeting. name. '

One writerly); the. healthy mind shrinks from at-
HYPNOTISM tempting to pierce the “veil of mystery.*’ Why

should the healthy mind shrink from entering into
Dr. Fred C. Valentine, in a paper before the Med- any realm? R u m)t ^^ heaUhy min{} but thc mind 

leal Congress on “Disease of the Mind and Nervous undcr the inlluehvc of ^p^uu^ lhat shrinks from 
System,’’devoted much space to a consideration onaninratigat|onof thcob^
hypnotism. He discussed hypnotism as a menace to o^ers to tbe truly scientific mind a lit subject for the 
the public welfare. He admitted that in certain I exerufse of the “scientific imagination” and all those 
eases, as in the treatment of mild forms of lunacy or p0Wevb demanded in critical, patient and laborious 
in relieving hysteria, and often in cases of confirmed investigation of complex phenomena the antecedents 
habits of alcoholism, hypnotism may be used to advan- of which archi{fdcn from the ordinary view, 
tage; indeed, he thought it had highly useful therapeu- . ’* , , , , / , , With many the question whether .Spiritualism istic possibilities, but he drew ihe line at the use of . . . .. 4 . . -, . , . , . , , . , true is subordinated to the question whether, if it is
hypnotism as a plea in excuse for crime and he said I t\ ( „ true, it is desirable to pierce the --veil of mysterythat premeditation was an essential element of the . , - . , . ,, and learn the truth. I he writer referred to above ishypnotic condition and responsibility for acts com- ... . . . t . . ., / , , „ of the opinion that it is not best, that it is not in themitted under its influence could not be evaded. Hyp- . . , ,, interests of man s religious and spiritual nature1, to 
notism is submitted to invariably on the part of the . . . .,../,. ..., . . , . , . * , examine the phenomena of .spiritualism with a view-subject and it cannot, therefore, he set up as a de-1 . . , , , . 4, • . . . to learning whether they prove that personalities
tense or extenuation of its criminal consequences. , . , , ,. . - ... „, which have disappeared from this earth still existDr. Valentine argued that hypnotism, whatever . , . n .. ... . . , . , . . and can, under certain conditions, make, their pres-
might be its virtues or benefits under certain wcum- -f , . . . . ." , , . cnee manifest. It is I letter to remain, al present atstances as an agency for the cure or amelioration of . 4.. , least, in doubt as to “the survival of this keen,
disease, for example, should not be allowed -a status , . ■ , > ,pleasing, anxious, burdened personal consciousness
either in law or morals. Otherwise, a way would be ’, , . .. . . I we so cling to now. More reasonable is the posi-opened to the commission of crime with impunity. . , . .J . ... * tion that there is nothing too sacred for inwsttga-bince the person who submits to hypnotic influence L. t >- tion. that it is right for man to learn all that he can
does so of his own accord and it is assumed that with.. . , , respecting his nature and destiny, that any awe, orfull knowledge of the evil permitted, we may hold he , ... . . ,. ., . reverence or fear which preventsthe examination of
should not be allowed to escape personal responsi- . ■ ..... ._ . * phenomena purporting to lie manifestations of invisi
bility for his acts, any more than an individual who , , . , ...- .... . hie, intelligent beings, is mere superstition con-
commits crime upa state of intoxication, buck an idemned by true scienceand tin worthy a thinker, 
individual knows the liability of eommiting evil acts , .
in a drunken state, and if he allows himself to get in ^ ^^ ^ nce^e^- a” ^r- ^ " • H- M^ers sajs, is 
that condition, he must be held responsible for his simP^ a inU,1k'Hu»l curiosity, bent
nets. It is the same with one who allows himself to upon un™''el>i'>R »«’ Orations of man's wwvivul 
become hypnotized. after earthly manhood with the same candid diligence

1 which has so lately unravelled the indications of 
man’s descent from the brute.

INVESTIGATION OF SPIRITUALISM.
AlJ/or nearly all who have carefully and thoroughly 

investigated Spiritualism have been compelled by the 
evidence confronting them to ascribe one or more 
kinds of phenomena they have witnessed to supra-

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Ruuxvl in de Journal I hi Magnetisme for July and 

August attacks with, considerable vigor the atti-
mundane or occult agency. Some, while satisfied I tude of Binet in reference to experimental psychology 
that what they have seen does not admit of ex plana- as observed in hi* articles in Revue des Dutix-Mundo 
tion by reference to any known mundane cause and | reviewing the action of the Congress held at London 
that it certainly seems to pohrt to the presence of un- I lust year, who declares that ihD new science com- 
seen intelligent beings, deem it best to withhold un- I pHses three classes of researches, those of the labora- 
qualitied assent to this theory, thinking that possibly I torj. of descriptive psychology ami pathological 
larger knowledge may clear up the mystery without Psychology.
recourse to the agency of spirits. Many say it is Rouxel declares that descriptive psychology sifonld 
probable that these phenomena—- which they have Prcce,lv Gm investigation of the laboratory. Binet 
observed--arc manifestations of spirit presence and I says: “Let us rest out his mtiis of negative couclu- 
power, but they cautiously reserve a doubt, and the | ^ons which carry with them their instructive Ivs- 
more willingly because, it is, as they think, rather to sou. They show the uncertainties, the groping, the 
one’s disadvantage socially and otherwise to be iden- marches and counter marches of experimental science 
tilled with Spiritualism. It is more popular still to I nn<l the slowness of its progress; lessons useful for 
belong to a fashionable church in whose creed, it is Hie impatient souls who want to construct the world 
well understood, only the weaker minds believe, and I anew by contriving hypotheses. ’ Rouxel says that 
to relate experiences of witnessing strange phe- | Hie “impatient souls” are the nun-psychologists, who 
nomena and to express belief in their spiritual char- all the time priding themselves on admitting only 
actor only among thosp who have had similar ex- j facts, on not discussing principles and causes, never- 
perienees and who ideally believe that the so-called theirs^ rush pell-mell into the, most fantastic hypoth-

disengaged from tnat mass of information still con
fused and ill-assorted to which is given the name of 
philosophy; it has cut the bond which has attached 
it hitherto to metaphysics.” Rouxel says, “Nothing 
is more erroneous than this conclusion. Science is 
the investigation of causes; experimental psychology 
is then not a science, since it refuses to go back to 
causes and to principles: it says so at least. It is 
true that it has cut the bond which united it to met
aphysics; hut, with the same blow, it has also cut the 
bond which held it to common sense, for there must 
be some metaphysics in everything and everywhere, 
and especially whore they don't want to put it. That 
which controls in experimental psychology is of the 
worst sort.".

Mr. F. IV. II. Myers in his address on “The Evi
dence for Man's Survival of Death/ the concluding 
address Before the Psychical heienev, Congress, Fri
day evening, August 25th, ■ an address delivered 
without, notes ami which was not reported" -remarked 
that the evidence of existence after drath„ like the 
evidence for telepathy, or the evidence f<^ the ex
istence of a subliminal self, depended partly on 

spontaneous occurrences, and partly on experiment. 
/The spontaneous occurrences, which suggested a be
lief in man’s survivalconsisted mainV of apparitions 
taking the form of persons who were already dead. 
Such apparitions, 'however, were susedptihle of a 
variety of interpretations, and it was only in certain 
rare instances (of which some specimens were given) 
that they could he judged, as proof of the actual con
tinuance a,nd operation of a. departed spirit. The. 
immediate record of sdeh apparitions was strongly 
urged, and hints given as to the evidential points to 
be* noted. Another source of evidence from which, in 
the speaker’s view, more was to be expected, was' 
the experimental. Mention had been made in an 
earlier address of automatic writing, crystal, gazing, 
and other artifices, by which we were sometimes able 
to bring to the surface various kinds of knowledge 
which seemed to have been lying for our ordinary 
selves useless and dormant, in the records of our be
ing. Now this knowledge, these messages, so to 
term them, from the subliminal to the supraliminal 
or ordinary self, were found to include a great va
riety of facts demonstrably unknown to the ordinary 
self, and whose origin was by no means clear. Many 
of these mysterious messages seemed best explained 
by some, supernormal faculty, some kind of so-called 
clairvoyance. inherent in our iran^cendcntal selves. 
But there were other.- which strongly pointed to the ’ 
mind and memdry of some departed p«r-on as their 
source and origin. Mau’s survival, in the speaker's 
view, was now in the very ar! of passing from a faith 
or a speculation into a definite ami demonstrable cer
tainty. He called upon his bearers and all others lo 
whom they in uu^conldfrippeal. to aid by definite 
work, rigorous experiment, in the establishment of 
this.'man's highest and- farthest-reaching hope.

dead return. esrs." He declares the new psychology to be mate
It may be said that the opinion of the majority who I Hal lath”. Binet sij-m “Suggestion is the moral 

have investigated Spiritualism and accepted its teach- | action of man on man.” This is declared to he mere 
ings is not of much value because their investigations I opinion and not sustained by the facts, observed, 
have been made without adequate knowledge, with- Ij’hysical means are necessary to produce the state of 
out proper precautions, without, in short, the seien- hypnosis hut of course always with some action of 
tide spirit. But it should be remembered that their | ^e W*R on Hie. part of the hypnotizer. “Fhe mag- 
conclusions have been confirmed by examinations. I netizers admit as a principle of magnetic action thq 
the most careful ami scrutinizing possible, extending I will as indeed in all actions; ami the. fluid as the'’ 
over long periods, of men renowned for their seien- | organ of the will, And not only duo reason but <*x- 
tide knowledge and their long continued experimen-I perlence, the attestation of the subjects who feel, 
tai investigations in certain branches of science*. The ^^ ^'^ Hits fluid is on their side." 
conclusions of Professors Hare, Crookes and others I Binet says: “At the present fime experimental 
after their examination, carried on for months and I psychology represents a totality of scientific invusti- 
years with method# which the trained intellect knows I gallons which sudiecs up {o a evrfain point, as the in- 
so well how to use for the detection of error, is worth vestigations in botany and zoology; it lias become

Lnurr contains advertisements from Spiritualist 
papers and comments as follows: One cannot read 
these things without the feeling that the Spiritual
ism which can eondrseend to such trade us this is not 
of a very lofty order. The ’“double-magnetized” 
slates are hot far off Ihe •-double-distilled” waters 
we see advertised, ami legitimately advertised, in the 
columns of the secular press. 'Fhe combination of 
“Soul-readings” with “Business qualifications” shows 
very little insight into the. capacities of the soul, 
however much it may show of the business capacity of
the advertiser. oul- read ing." indeed, is
hardly to he distinguished, from fortune-telling. , 
•-Success hi business and society" is surely not the 
object of spiritual knowledge. For the sake of those 
to whom spiritual life is the life of the spirit; for the. 
fake of all who wish to raise the world, out of the 
slough of material desire, we would that these things 
wore made to cease. Such advertisements of course 
do not appear in the Better class of Spiritualist pa- 
pers. but those which do not. unfortunately, hesitate 
lo print them claim for themselves nothing but the 
purest and highest motives.
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knew to be far away from the place where he fell 
asleep. How then could he doubt, that those de
ceased ones, and these other* as well as himself, were 
invested with a second, *upernal existence distinct 
and separable from that experienced through usual 
bodily channels.

These poor phantom-haunted savages, unlike must 
of us, did not dismiss their dream visions as mere 
airy nothings. Through their revealing agency they 
became conscious of being hearer* of an inner life, 
lived in an ampler world and reaching, beyond the 
grave.

And we, though we have long ceased believing in 
the actual reality ofdream-x i*hm*, cannot help being 
at times profoundly moved by their impressive sig
nificance. Thus when in the heyday of youth, yearn
ing for fulfilment of some ideal desire unattainable 
in real life, it is all at once beyond the verge of hope 
lavishly granted in dreams of surpassing beauty. 
Or later in life, when the once, rapturous gaze of love 
has hardened'into looks of sih-nt reproach, and even 
regret for the vanished enchantment Ims wholly died 

• --in sleep the fairy tide of i^med oblivion brings it 
all back to us in glorified sepm-s of reviv«‘d tender
ness and old-time fervor.

Contemplating the reality-transfiguring, evanes
cence-conquering traits of dream*, it may well be 
asked, whether their secret birth plaeeis not also the 
birthplace of all reaHty-iran*iigitring ideals; the 
birthplace ,of that inner higher life, which ■ strive* to 
transform our actual being and its svn*e.giwn sur
roundings into an expnssiw semblance of it* own 
transcendent meaning. The ideal embodying crea
tions of art; nay the entire progress of the human 
race, moral and physical, doc* it not mainly depend 
on thc realization of premon*trations, arising bp. 
yond conscious volition. Pallas-like, from the vision- 
moulding endowments of our entranced seers?

The strenuous exigencies and narrow scope of our 
hour to hour existence drew forth only specifically 
practical, piecemeal answers from the vast store of 
latent memories. While the dreams of our sleeping 
and of our waking dreamers —wrought into ideal 
harmony by the plastic stress of all-organizing life 
-may disclose the fullness of the world to he.

But more than this. The phantasmal world of 
dreamsis as complete a world-revelation as what we 
take to be the real world. Indeed, what essential 
belongings, what gathered experience* of rval bfc. 
fail to be duplicated in its dream-woven counterpart; 
duplicated at times with even greater vividness ami 
intenser emotional agitation.

In the world-excluding trance we call sleep our 
eyeless vision ranges over spaces as complex and 
vast as those perceived in walking life. Ever-speed
ing time, there too. unwinds its endless reel of being, 
exhibiting a full eosmoranie show of arising and 
dwindling scenes. And we deluded players and by
standers in the life-like show, little doubting its per
fect genuineness, are laughing at if* quips and sul
lies, weeping at its agonies ami tribulations. A full- 
fashioned mimic worifl^ merging into being with 
formative, powers al/ its own. and thi* when the 
senses, sole revealing inlets of the actual world, have 
closed their portals against, its all too oppressive in
trusion.

What wonder then that the finding of decisive 
marks of distinction between waking life and its 
dream-land double has been a standing puzzle to 
those who do not at once admit that real life is itself 
likewise but a dream. Indeed so deceptively alike 
are the two, that often on Incoming aware, that a 
vi^id train of incident* was only dreamt and not act
ually lived through, we feel either inexpressibly re
lieved or grievously disappointed.

"As to discriminating qualities of whX| we take to 
be real life, about all that is usually claimed, are 
superior rational and volitional coherency. But

[Weare able this week to present to the reader*of 
The Journal, able papers by Dr. Edmund Mont
gomery, Prof. E. Ik Cope and Miss Lilian Whiting, 
which were read before the Psychical Science Con- 
gross. These paper* will well'repay perusal and 
they are worthy o’ careful consideration. Dr. Mont
gomery Ims world-wide fame «s a philosophical 
writer. Prof. Cope ranks aMuang the ablest of 
biologists. Mins Whiting is known as a brilliant jour
nalist and essayist of line spiritual qualities and 
aspivat ions.'- - Eo. ] ,

THEJSYCHOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE^ DREAMS.
, By Ei»h xh Montgomery, M. I).
I think X may consider myself particularly fortu

nate in the selection of my theme. For where in all 
the world could J find for contemplation a freer, a 
wider range of phenomena: where a more bound
lessly diversified real of wonders, than the land of 
dreams.

And the beauty of it is, the display of all these 
marvels takes place within each one of us~, gains 
shape somehow, somewhere within the mystic depths 
of our own being.

To account for it we need not in the first place 
have recourse to uncanny powers playing preter
natural tricks with Newton’s Principia and wantonly 
upsetting our common sense view of things. How
ever grotesquely, insanely at variance with our every
day experience dream-vision^ ^nwe to be, we—in 
our present stage of knowledg^-f^l convinced that 
wc a*e not being made game of by a set of mischiev
ous sprites. Whatever foolishness conies here to 
light, whatever unconscionable absurdities we may 
enact or endure, we take for granted that it all ema
nates from our own autonomous selves.

In these wildly dramatic performances we are at 
one and thc same time actors and spectators, and 
evolve the stage scenery to boot. However gorge
ously spectacular it all issues from our own little 

’ selves
Fortunately also, for simplicity's sake, the vista 

into the weird world of dreams opens itself to us 
under ordinary conditions and without the medium
ship of specially endowed seers. In all this audi
ence there is perhaps not a single person who is not 
intimately conversant with the phantasmal pageantry 
of dream-life. Since time immemorial man has felt 
strangely fascinated by 'it. Indeed, who has not 
marvelled at the unaccountable part he is made to 
take in the vivid play of dissolving views, that occu
pies his inner vision, when relaxing the wakeful
ness of the outer senses, he abandons himself to the 
never flagging powers that beyond consciousness are 
weaving the magic web of life?

In corroboration of what I have to state I can 
therefore conlidently appeal to the direct individual 
experience of all here present. And I entertain no 
fear that the revelations conveyed in the phantasma- 
gorical scenes of dream-life will be found less sig
nificant, less profoundly instructive, than those reach
ing us from extraneous sources, either mundane or 
supermundane.

To primitive man dream-life was well nigh as real 
as waking life and far more impressive and ominous. 
It supplied the arena for imaginary and yet actually 
experienced doings, whence his religious, his reality- 
transcending conceptions took their rise. For was 
he not quite certain that daring sleep he had visited 
distant well-known places or strangely new ones*, 
that he had taken part in scenes in which the ex
ploits surpassed wondrously those of waking life. 
Nay, had he not met face to face and conversed with 
deceased worthies of his tribe, and with such he

scuse we are enabled in practical life pretty effect
ively to decide, at least, whether we are awake and ’ 
not merely dreaming.

Still thc essential congruky of the. phenomena of 
sense-debarred dreams, and of those of the sense- 
revealed world, point to a common source of origin. 
They evidently both emanate from one and yie same 
evolving matrix.

The reason why wc do not at lird sight recognize 
that the woiid we perceive during our waking hour* 
is In truth-just as much a creation of faculties inher
ent in our own being a* the world of dreams -the 
reason of this is, that our judgment finds itself en
thralled by the supreme illusion of sense: the illu
sion. namely, that our internal perceptions have 
their subsistence, not' in ourselves, but In a wprld 
outside of u*.

One would think that dream-life affords in itself 
sulliemnt proof of worhi-creaXing faculties in us. ’ 
But dream-visions and dream-actions were generally 
looked upon as mere revived memories of what had 
previously taken place, in the outer world. It is 
however utterly impossible that any mirror-dike con
trivance should reproduce out of its own remem
brance vanished images impressed upon it by bygone 
events. Or if preferred, that a mere- sensitive, re-- 
ceptive plate of the photographic order can evolve 
of itself entirely new life-like dramas with novel 
scenic, arrangements.

Quite the reverse. Instead of dream-oceyrrenees 
being the reproduced passive impressions of waking 
lift*, the latter is more likely to be a creative projec
tion from our dreankproducing faculties, from the 
same mysterious source whence- dreams issue into 
conscious existence. The forces of the outer world 
strike the chords of our being, like whiffs of wind

Eolian harps - the tuneful, ahnful response, how- 
ever, wells from the fullness uf our own all-encom- - 
passing nature.

But # candidly, what need at all of a second tre
mendously big outside world, when in dream-life out 
of the inner resources of our own diminutive^rSQ^8^ 
ality. we can duplicate aii its wonders beyond thc 
possible detection of a flaw.

Not until Berkeley bad proved to the satisfaction 
of competent thinkers that the world we perceive in 
waking lifti is out and -out a vision woven by the* 
active play of our own sensations: not till then was 
it possible fully to realize how wonderfully and. fear
fully we are made.

And a direct runseqiieime of the recognition of this 
great truth was. that the real consistency of what 
we. call the outside or material world wa* left more 
profoundly enigmatical than ever. Of what nature 
Is the evasive, player that elicit* with such charac
teristic precision the wo rid-revealing lunes from our - 
responsive sensibility.

In dream-life, though outside conditions seem at 
limes in a vaguely suggestive, way to influence the 
contents of dreams: these mostly shape themselves 
irrespective of what wc take to bv external stimula
tion. Here, then, we have In all verity an out and 
out ideally, mentally constituted world, fashioned be
yond the immediate influence of our external senses. ‘ 
and. distinctly perceived without their assistance.

How about tbe perceptions of waking life?
Most psychical inquirers here present are no doubt 

aware, that what has become the leading view of the 
philosophers of our lime, maintains that even in 
waking life, nothing whatever affects our senses from 
outside; that whether it be waking vision or dream
vision we behold, whether waking scene or dream- 
scene we witness: that all of it is of purely mental or 
spiritual origin ami consistency. The real world 
would, thus, have to be looked upon as a kind of hal
lucination, only a rationally constituted one, and not 
one arising at random ii^ in insanity, in dreams, and 
on hypnotic suggestion.

I hope 1 need not apologize for touching here on 
this rather abstruse question of how far mind is 
creative in thc production of our world-perception. 
For has not this Congress for its principal object the 
investigation of tho nature and reach of mind. Psy
chical phenomena of whatever kind, dreams included.

rational and volitional coherency, distinguishing 
qualities of what constitutes for ns the real world, 
are evidently in the making yet, as ail our scientific 
endeavors and this great Congress of eager inquirers 
eloquently attest.

Fortunately, by help of a few intuitive tricks of
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how can their true import bo understood without 
some conception of the source whence they^manate?

Now it is a fact seriously to be reckoned with, that 
the purely idealistic conception of what constitutes 
the real world has captured many of the best intel
lects of our age: and that under slightly varying forms 
it constitutes the foundation of most of our ration
alized creeds the world over.

The direct communion of individual minds, without 
the intervention of what arc called material means: 
above all the essential oneness, beyond the illusion of 
sense-phenomena, of each such mind with a supreme 
creative mind; this is the burden of the idealistic or 
spiritualistic philosophy: occidental and oriental, 
ancient and modern,

Buddhist sages. Elcatie philosophers, Neoplatonic 
Alexandrians, Christian mystics. Mithometan Suds, 
modern Theosophists, and our numerous college-bred 
Hegelians, are all agreed that the solution of the 
supreme world -and life—riddle is to be found in 
what must rightly be called spiritualistic Pantheism.

This well-nigh universal esoteric creed of cultured 
religionists, if it indeed supplied the true explana
tion of our mysterious existence, the alleged ways of 
direct spirit-communication would seem to some ex
tent intelligible. For, then, each individual spirit 
figuring forth the special world he is perceiving and 
life he is experiencing in accordance with his close
ness of communion with the universal spirit, and all 
spirits being thus-in imminent conjunction with one 
another, undivided by impenetrable material bound
aries, their call for communication might possibly, 
under such conditions,1 reach and find response 
throughout the entire compass of the Spirit-world.

These views, strange as they will appear to the 
nnitiated. must nowise be deemed idle speculations. 
They arc of the essence of the spiritualistic philos
ophy. And psychical researchers must needs familiar
ize themselves with them.

It being, then, undeniable that what we perceive 
as the world at large, and consequently also what we 
perceive as our own body, is forming part—not of 
anything outside our mind - but strictly part of our 
own mental awareness; how can it be true what com
mon sense and physiological science so positively 
assert; namely, that as constituents such purely men
tal vision, an outside material world is affecting 
materially constituted senses. This prevalent ma
terial interpretation must, of course, appear unmiti
gated nonsense to philosophical insight.

, In following the idealistic, the purely physical 
bent, we have arrived at the most perplexing dilem
ma at the veritable crux of our rationalistic interpre
tation of the world. To unbiased thinkers it must 
be apparent that som4 profound misconception, either 
on the idealistic, or on the materialistic side, or on 
both, is here most exusperatingly mystifying our 
understanding of things,

I readily grant that to correct thinking, no doubt, 
is left as to the fact, that even what we perceive as 
our own body and its activities, are like all other 
perception's mentally constituted, that they are mere 
phenomena of consciousness. But I think I can, 
nevertheless, prove that in waking life external in
fluences of a non-mental nature are compelling with 
rigorous constraint the kind, and with less constraint 
also the sequence, of perceptions elicited from our 
percept ion-fashioning faculties.

I ask; the most consistent Idealist here present, 
whether, if he could look a dreamer through and 
through, he would perceive anything of the dream
vision so vividly present io the dreamer himself? 
Or, for«*that patter, whether under natural condi
tions. he would perceive any perception, or other 
mental state, present in the consciousness of any 
other person? The most consummate idealist, on 
the other hand, will hardly deny that—though under 
natural conditions he could not perceive the mental 
states of, other persons, he can distinctly perceive 
their bodies. And if such bodies were transparent 
he could also perceive their internal so-called func
tions. Among these the molecular agitation in what 
he perceives as a brain: an agitation which corre-

spouds exactly to the activity of which the mental 
states of the observed person are an outcome. The 
perceived brain and its molecular agitation are no 
doubt the observer's perceptions. But these percep
tions are elicited or stimulated by eon-mental forces 
emanating from the observed person. J

Consequently, and irrefragable, as we cannot un
der natural conditions perceive the mental states of 
other beings, but do actually perceive what we call 
their body, there must he something non-mental in 
existence which rigorously compels in the observer 
the perception of what w call body.

Whether or not we name this something •’matter" 
depends wholly upon the definition we frame of mat
ter. If we define it as the nun-mental existent, that 
has power to awaken definite sensations tuM percep
tions in us, I do not seo. how the existence of such
matter can be rightly denied, 
we define it in the usual way

If, on the other hand, 
is that which on ex-

ternal stimulation arise-, as perception in our con
sciousness. we evidently designate as material some
thing altogether mental.

Besides, it seems obvious to me that this non-men- 
tal, power-emanating, perception-compelling existent 
possesses a far more wonderful ami efficient nature, 
than our mere sense-woven perception of it leads 
most of us to believe, of this, however, later on.

I wish first to make clear that our dream-life con- 
t&idicts emphatically the fundamental conception of 
idealism of the transcendental kind: the conception, 
namely, that intelligence has to be looked upon a* 
the}eal creator of the perceptual work1, in fact the 
creator of the entire ronb ut of consciousness; that, 
the very essence of oar being.is intelligence: nay that 
wc arc’out and out nothing but intelligence in 
activity.

As regards waking We'fy laying inordinate stress 
on the apperceptive atthuur which brings the entire 
content of consciousness into the focus of intelligent 
recognition and discrimination, it can be made plaus
ible to some extent, that intellectual activity ema
nating from dur central bring, or if needs be from a 
universal inu Bigenre is fashioning tho entire make
up of this consciousness of our.',.

But. us to dream-life, it Is too manifest to be mis
taken. that we are beset there by life-like phantoms 
arising from regions of our being nowise dominated 
by our appvrrepliv • hilidikene.-. ami certainly not 
forming paid of it.

Thu personage- we mvei m tie* Laud of Nod come 
upon us wholly unaware-: and display, moreover, 
intellectual power’s uf their own surprisingly foreign 
to what constitutes our consciousness of self and its 
intelligence. The line follow,.who to my utter shame 
and consternation bus h.-m displaying in that phan
tasmal region such superior tact and presence of 
mind, and has made me seriously believe the most 
consummate, nonsense, must bo somehow a product 
of my own being, Fur one can hardly believe that 
universal intelligence is amusing itself in such friv
olous ways, r.or that such eminently irrelevant and 
evanescent apparitions, and their elaborate scenie 
settings, afford actual glimpses into the land of 
spirits. But from whabiwr infernal or supernal re
gion that overbearing coxcomb with his sardonic 
grin may have come to make sport of me. I protest 
against the insinuation that lu* formed part of what 
constitutes my particular selLctmsrionsness*

The phenomena of reverie, of dream-life, as well 
as those of multiplex consciousness and hypnotism, 
and 1 may add also those of insanity, point to the 
existence within our being of a hierarchy of mental 
faculties, whose subordinate hierarchs may under 
certain conditions display Iheir special capacities 
freed from the. strict control of the supreme hierarch. 
And this in some, such way as, for instance, in St. 
Vitas' dance groups of muscles may display their 
motor capacities freed from volitional control.

Dream-life, with its self-luminous spectral glim
merings can cast its revealing light,on many more 
dark aspects of our mental, nature, but my allotted 
time forces me to hurry by.

It would, however, be shirking my duty us a fol-

lower of truth wherever it may lead, if I were not to 
touch to t^e best of my ability*and conviction upon 
the supreme question involved in all these psychical 
researches and discussions.

Whence this consciousness of ours, in which all 
we know' of the world at large, and of our own 
selves, past, present, and future, in dream-life as in > 
waking life, stands revealed--revealed in that mys
terious moment of actual awareness made up from, 
instant to instant of a newly fusing and vanishing j 
congeries of mental states? Into what secret hiding- ; 
plade do these our mental states withdraw, when they 
dwindle away into unconsciousness, there to he faith
fully preserved in latency; to emerge again into con- / 
seious existence, may be on some far off occasion, or ~ 
perchance as instinctive or intuitive intimation in • 
future generations?

Some sort of conjecture has here to be ventured, 
but thus it is very generally surmised, and some
times positively asserted, that soul or spirit is the 
preserving and issuing matrix of our mental states; 
and, consequently, the veritable essence of our being. 
This, however.-is literally and quite undeniably to 
dissipate the supreme mystery of existence into thin’ 
air. Of course, philosophers mean by soul or spirit, 
not any gaseous substance, but very generally our 
selLeon>r.iousness. 3 his self-consciousness of ours 
is. however, likewise, very obviously, .made up of 
nothing hut transitory mental states, withdrawing 
and reappearing.

There must needs be some enduring entity beyond 
these transitory states, that emits and actuates the 
entire conscious play. Let us then see whether we 
can hit. upon a conjecture that will yield a more sub
stantial matrix than that ancient airy one of psyche, 
of anime or spiritus, of sou! or spirit.

1 think I have conclusively shown that there exist., 
a realm of non-mental exigents that has power to 
compel in us the emergence into consciousness of 
definite perceptions. These perceptions to all sane 
human beings attest very positively the presence of 
such an extra-mental outer world, and represent 
most vividly its percenjlble characteristics. And it 
is these symbolical enaracteristies that serve us all 
through life as reliable guides in our practical inter
course with what all of us are in the habit of regard
ing as an outside world.

Now I for one cannot help believing that that 
which compels In us the perception and consequent 
conception of the universe, and more especially of 
our planetary surroundings, has as such subsisted 
lung before any organized beings had been developed 
in whose consciousness it could awaken such percep
tion. Consequently the non-mental existent wo call 
the universe is something more fundamental, more 
enduring than the subsequently evolved mental states 
which reveal to us organized beings its existence and 
perceptible, characteristics.

In the same way that which compels in us the per
ception of our own body is more fundamental and 
more enduring than the transitory mental states, 
which in casual and varying sensations and percep- . 
trial glimpses are revealing its presence, its constitu
tion and its activities.

The question, the all-important central question 
is. whether these mysterious non-mental powers, 
which beyond all consciousness are steadfastly weav
ing and sustaining amid constant change our marvel
ously organized being and its activities, and which 
cause to arise in us the definite and most vivid con
geries of perceptions we call our body—whether 
these same mysterious powers are not moreover, 
competent to evolve all those other transitory mental 
states that make up the whole of our consciousness; 
whether they do not, in fact, evolve from moment to y 
moment, our entire being, mental and physical?

The very justifiable aversion to such a view is di
rectly connected with the supreme illusion of sense. 
Of morse, the sense-woven perceptions that mentally 
represent our body, are incommensurably and in 
every way ludicrously inadequate to account for the 
surpassing wealth and import of our inner conscious 
life. The molecular agitation of a mere lump of

1



fibres and cells, how can it possibly evolve the men
tal marvel of our world and self-revealing conscious
ness? This glaring incongruity has proved the prin
cipal stumbling-block to materialistic views. But it 
amounts by no means to so insoluble a riddle as l)u~ 
bois-Raymond, Tyndall, and so many others have de
clared it to be.

The truth is, ho casual connection whatever exists 
between these two totally disparate facts. For while 
1 am conscious of my inner life, it is you who may 
be realizing, as your own perception, mJ brain in 
functional activity. It is self-evident that this per
petual brain, forming part of your consciousness, 
cannot possibly evolve my inner life. Nothing 
plainer than\this, when once realized.

And how remotely symbolical, and therefore how 
utterly insufficient must these perceptions of mere 
fibres and cells be to reveal the veritable intrinsic 
nature of that which awakens such perceptions. 
For how limited the range and quality of sensations. 
And in what a roundabout way, mostly through the 
intervention of such media as air and ether are these 
mere symbolizing sensations played upon by the non
mental entity that awakens them.

WhJ then should this only symbolically and most 
inadequately revealed entity, which possesses the 
power of awakening a mental representation of it
self in other beings: why should it not also possess 
the power of awakening by/tar ipore direct means 
mental states in itself? Why, indeed, should not 
the mental states that constitute our self-conscious
ness be a far niore adequate revelation of the intrin
sic nature of this entity, than those remotely repre
sentative perceptions of it in other beings? 4?

By means of sensations the perceptible, external
ized characteristics of our being are revealed as our 
body. By means of direct inner awareness its inti
mate imperceptible characteristics become disclosed 
as our self-consciousness.

The great dilemma of mind and matter resolves it
self thus into a new mystery far more profound and 
concordant. From out the inscrutable depths of na
ture myriads of dark effluences strike with subtle 
toueja the attuned chords of dur responsive being, 
and lo! the perceptible world and we therein stand 
revealed in the mental medium of vivid sensations 
and perceptions. A still more exquisitely refined 
play of intrinsic agitation, and our moment of aware
ness is filled with those intellectualized emotions and 
volitions that constitute our impereeivable self-con
sciousness. And then, through mediation of our vis
ualized individuality—through that image of myself, 
for instance, how present in the consciousness of 
each one of my hearers—through such truly imma
terial or mental mediation, so generally mistaken 
for material, we strive by symbolizing gesture, 
speech and art to evoke in our fellow-beings the rec
ognition of that inne^ life of ours that has its exis
tence and fulfilment in sympathetic reciprocity.

-We, in our inmost nature, are most certainly not 
such stuff as dreams are made of, neither actually 
nor figuratively, neither on account of in substantial
ity, nor of evanescence. But insubstantial, evanes
cent stuff such as dreams are made of, Such as all 
our conscious states are made of, disclose to us the 
wondrous harmony of concerted activities, that be
yond consciousness shape our unitary being, and that 
Vibrate significantly in response to the incitements of 
a world not forming part of ourselves, but mentally 
revealed to us; a world of which our high-wrought 
faculties are a crowning outcome.

And this mystic being of ours, with its all-reveal
ing conscious toil, by what slow degrees of toilsome 
elaboration, through ages upon ages of precarious 
vital struggle, in ever rejuvenated form, has it suc
ceeded in treasuring up its present wealth of sentient 
life.

In midst a vast sentient universe, whose lapsed 
phases of unfolding are steeped in the fathomless 
oblivion of the unconscious Past, wo frail mortals 
now alive on this planetary outpost of nature, find 
ourselves with amazement sole conscious heirs here 
of all the times that ever have been; sole surviving 
bearers and transmitters of the precious, hard won

Results of all-recording life - of life uplifted from the 
dark brooding of elementary foyces into the intense 
glow of revealing vMou", uml| wurhl-recenurating 
dreams.

THE RELATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS TO ITS 
PHYSICAL BASIS.

By PKniissuu E. D. Omi .
The subject thus -tuted, is an exposition of the re

lation of mind to organic 
ultimately to all evolution.

evolution, anti probably

present* is the relation of cmmenm-Hess in any form, 
to the movements of organisms, since consciousness 
is the generalized expression for all forms of active 
mind, if not for all forms of mental endowment, some 
of which we know are not conscious. And first the 
nature and origin of consciousness claim athmtion.

Consciousness is anotlnr word for self knowledge 
in any form. In this general sense it does not mean 
self-observation, although this is at form of it. hut 
simply awareness. C<msvnni>uess is a sensation or a 
memory, or an emotion, or a thought, or a judg
ment. In its simplest form it is only a sensation. In 
line the term consciousness is used to express the 
antithesis of unconsciousness. It thus embraces the 
entire range of mental -latcs. We consider at first 
its simplest forms only. Tm *e lowest forms have, 
however, infinitely more affinity with the highest 
forms, than they can haw with um'onsciousnesw. 
The quality of consciousness is mu comparable with 
anythingelse, and il> nounn-nn represent a sphere into 
which the unconscious does not enter. Il is • "subject" 
as distinguished from ■•object."

1 cannot enter very far here into the old diseusssion 
as to the relation of consciousness to matter. To the 
ordinary mind there i> a wide difference between^ 
state of consciousness, ami that which the conscious
ness presets; between a perception and that which is 
perceived. The tridimensional and resistent, which 
we call matter, seems to be something fundamental
different from the consciousness of it. The meta
physical idealist, who now regards himself as the 
only correct thinker, asserts to the cunVury. He 
believes that matter is only a mode of consciousness 
or mind, because indeed it is only known lo us in 
states of mind. This position, plausible as it ap
pears to many persons, has been often refuted to tbe 
satisfaction of many other persons, a,nd as the ques
tion is greatly elucidated by Um ph.-nomenaof mvnuq 
evolution, I present some nf the points in opposi
tion to the idealistic view.

In the first place there is mi way of accounting for 
the phenomena of sense perception, excepting on the 
supposition that they are produced by a something 
which is outside of h. There i^ no ground for sup
posing that our varied forms of sensation are self- 
produepd. The identity of the sense-effect in different 
persons shows that that whleh gives form to the sense 
impression resides in the object ami not in the sub
ject. If the state of sense impression has it* source 
in the subject only, there is then no reason for -be
lieving that anything exists outside of the subject. 
Hence each man becomes for himself the entire sen
sible universe and all that it contains. This, the 
doctrine of solipsism, is the reductio nd absurdum of 
idealistic metaphysics.

On the other hand we cannot properly regard con
sciousness as a’form of energy, as is done by the ex
treme realistic or materialistic school. That it ap
pears in Immediate connection with tbe liberation of 
energy on the breaking down of organic matter is 
well known. That it is not energy may be confi
dently asserted, unless it cun he proven that all energy 
is necessarily conscious. The definitions of energy 
and of consciousness are, however, mutually exclu
sive. Thore is another reason for not regarding 
consciousness as form of energy. Motion or energy 
conforms strictly lo mechanical laws, while the laws 
of consciousness are sui-generis, In its relation to 
matter consciousness appears to be extra-mechanical. 
That is, being itself imponderable, it directs the 
movements of matter (energy), which is ponderable, 
thus violating the foundations of mechanics. This

m

statement may be and is denied, but it accords with 
Die ordinary observation of mankind, and is more 
credible than the hypotheses which are offered as 
substitutes.

The principal reason why mind is not a form of 
energy is lo be found in the absolutely antithetic 
vharul eristics which they exhibit. Many forms of 
energy, perhaps all forms, are convertible into each 
other. They therefore display a gradation of inten
sity, even within the limits peculiar to themselves. 
Mental states are not susceptible of metamorphosis: 
that is. in the nature of the case, white can never be 
black, one object duFnevcr he another object, hate 
cannot bedove. Each and every mental state is dis
tinct from every other mental state, and the appear
ance of every distinct perception or thought is a new 
birth. Thu axioms of logic, which furnish the form 
of thought, affirm .this. The, axiom called the 
muxium of excluded middle asserts that between two 
opposites there can'be no intermediate truth; either 
Die one or Ilie other must be true: both cannot be at 
the same time true. In the material world/ energy 
is subject to increment and decrement, and inter
mediate states are constantly presented. Both ontog
eny arid evolution exhibit gradations of material 
characteristics both simple and complex. In fact the 
form of the thought and the forms of matter cannot 
be compared.

The origin of consciousness itself is also a new 
birth. There is a point at which consciousness is 
present, and there is a point at which its is not 
present. Il cannot be both present and absent at one 
and the same time, as the language of some writers 
would, lead one to think that they believe to he pos
sible..

Since consciousness, is always exhibited in connec
tion with matter, or a physical basis, it may he 
termed one of the properties of matter. It is more 
correct lo speak of the relation thus than to describe 
matter as a property of .mind, for the reason that 

er is associated with mind in but one of its 
mong the many that, are known to us.

ode of describing the relation is that mat- 
teKiuid consciousness are opposite sides or aspects of 
the sa ultimate thing. How that thing so referred 
lo is delined we arc not informed, and the expression 
is objectionable for the reason that the two alleged

forms, 
fa\ orite

aspects arc so seldom found together, 
belongs to the. idealistic brood, which 
tion without anything movin’g. and. 
without anything conscious.

Like the origin of life, the origin of 
on the earth is an event whose causes

The thought 
includes nio- 
eonseiousness

consciousness
we cannot ex-

plain. As abiogenesis has not yet been observed, so 
an appearance of consciousness apart from pre- 
existent consciousness ha-* not been observed. The 
most reasonable hypothesis as to this matter appears 
to me to be as follows: It seems to me that the bur
den of proof rests pn the man who asserts that von- * 
seiousness is not widely distributed in the universe: 
or on him who asserts that its existence is confined 
to the very restricted area of the nervous cells which 
aie found on the relatively minute tract of matter 
which we call earth. Many of the substances known 
to us have been shown by the spectroscope to exist in 
many parts of the universe, and these substances ex
ist by* virtue of strictly mechanical laws. A state so 
remarkable as consciousness, which, while especially 
liable to extinction under kechanical laws, yet pos
sesses under other conditions, supra-meehanieal 
powers, may be supposed io have sufficient capacity 
for survival to insure wide distribution. Indeed it 
may be surmised that consciousness antedates in time 
the conditions in which the matter known to us is 
found to exist, and that its supra-meehanical power 
may be sufficient to maintain matter in any condition 
necessary for the performance of its functions. Or
dinary observation proves this to be the case, for the 
ordinary nutrition of animals is a process of conver
sion of dead and unconscious matter into living and 
in part conscious matter. Consciousness not only 
does this, but it multiplies its physical basis by re
production, thus converting still larger quantities of 
dead matter to its uses. 'There is no reason to sup-
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'unctions are. simple, hut nevertheless the same :is I < 
our own. forthwith we must assign it a desire for I 
food, which desire is the chemical affinity of atoms, | 
then the amoeba-hungers/' Sensations of contact I 
and of temperature are forms of consciousness as i 
primitive as hunger, and we cannot trace them lo | 
chemical affinities. Moreover, chemical affinity may I 
be denied when the result to he attained is the loca
tion at definite points, of a single substance: as in the I 
ease of nutrition when a dead protefd (food) is added 
to a living prolvHL Clevenger ami others have I 
ascribed the appearance of consciousness to a tension 
due to disturbed equilibrium (Op. eiL p. 21). This 
state of “tension" is our -’imspeeialized" condition, 
and the opposing views pre at one in believing it to ! 
be the physical condition essential to the existence of 
consciousness. The two positions differ as to the 
true relation of consciousness to the physical condi
tion. The fact that progressive evolution has de
pended on the maintainance of this tension leads to 
the belief that while the condition is essential to 
consciousness the latter has the power to inaugurate 
the tension. The phenomena of assimilation and re
production indicate this. Further, this tension dif
fers from that of the unsatisfied chemical affinity in 
that it knows itself, ami takes the measures necessary 
to its own satisfaction, Moreover, full satisfaction 
is never attained during life, demand rising as fast 
as satisfaction is r.-mdied. In chemical processes, 
affinities are satisfied, and ultimately solids are pro
duced. and energy is dissipated as heat.

We may condense thc-e farts in the doctrine that 
a peculiar form of energy, phrenism, which is antag
onistic to chemism. characterizes conscious matter. 
Like the matter which displays it, it is probably rap
idly developed and rapidly undergoes retrograde met
amorphosis into lower forms, Its characteristics can 
only be surmised, although its existence is undenia
ble. Jt> retrograde metamorphosis is observed in all 
the automatic forms of mental energy, or mental 
habits; and in composition with the energy of con
tractility, it forms my ism, which is active in the 
designed movements of animals, it is the presence 
of this lower grade of energy which distinguishes 
protoplasm which is living, but not conscious. In 
composition with the energy of nutrition (matabol- 
ism) it produces bathmLm, which is of course un
conscious. Hence the propriety of the definition 
which 1 have given to life. “Life is energy directed 
by sensibility: o»- by a mechanism, which has origi
nated Under the direction of sensibility.*

Here is the proper place to refer to the well-known 
phenomena of sleep, syncope and oilier forms of un
consciousness. The fir-t two conditions are. as i> 
well known, due to anemia of ihe cerebral hemis
pheres; and artificial anaesthesia, suffocation, etc., 
are due to the circulation of blood whirl) doesnot 
permit metabolism in the brain owing to impurities 
of its composition. We have here a suspension of 
consciousness owing to the non-produetion of the 
phrenio energy. Du a restoration of the proper 
chemical conditions the consciousness returns. 
These phenomena have led to the theory that there 
is some permanent condition or “substratum” which 
conditions both consciousness and unconsciousness. 
G. IL Lewes distinctly assorts that, the unconscious
ness of a. conscious being is not. identical with the 
absence of consciousness whirl) characterizes inani
mate objects. I confess that my experience with nn- 
msthetics does not sustain this opinion of Lewes. It 
appears to me that the. consciousness is totally gone. 
The phenomena of so-called multiple (mostly double) 
personality are supposed by some to indicate the ex
istence of a “substratum" of mind of a non-material 
character. 'These phenomena may be clearly traced 
to a localized brain activity, one region heing active, 
at one time, and another region active at another: 
the one region naturally retaining only the memory 
of its own acts. Such action might result from the 
paralysis of the commissures, which would render 
the hemispheres independent of each other. On the 
other hand it might result from temporary paralysis

’ "Origin of the Fittest, p iJj.

PQsc that,consciousness may not perform the same 
function in other parts of the universe, with other 
physical bases. In this way mind may render itself 
eternal, and extend its local range so as to cover 
every square inch of matter in the universe.

Experience shows us that all conditions of mind- 
bearing matter are. not equally favorable- for the per
formance of its functions. We know the effects of 
food and drugs on our mind-powers, ami the different 
grades of intelligence exhibited by men and animals. 
The study of the, relations of mind to its physical 
basis is then of fundamental importance In endeavor
ing to solve its relations to evolution.
\ Herbert Spencer has endeavored to show the 
•'mechanical molecular conditions under which con
sciousness may be supposed to have arisen. I cannot 
see that he has thrown any light on the subject. I 
have suggested that protoplasm is. in its chemical 
characteristics, generalized in a sense cop)parable to 
the non-speeiulization presented by ancestral types of 

i organic morphie structures. This contention is sup
ported. from a physical! point id view, by its eoBoida 
character, and its incapacity for crystallization. Krom 
a strictly chemical standpoint, its inertness may be 
taken into account, although many salts display the 
same characteristic. The principal reason for re
garding it as generalized, i. e., without pronounced 
chemical or physical potential energy, is the instabil
ity which it displays while in the living state. The 
condition of ife vitality is mitaholism. a continuous 
breaking up and reconstruction of its molecule. 
When dead, protoplasm is comparatively stable, but 
is rapidly decomposed by the action of bacteria. It 
can be preserved at ordinary temperatures, if ster
ilized. Daring life it resists the. action <>f bacteria, 
but is readily destroyed by the action of chemical 
reagents, characteristics which show that it is sus
tained as a substance on the earth, by vital rather 
than chemical energy. Chemical reagents attack the 
metabolic process both directly and indirectly, as 
well as attack the tissues themselves, whether living 
or dead.

This chemical inertness and instability lire essential 
to consciousness as well as to life, and the range of 
the physical conditions of consciousness is still more 
narrow than that which permits life. Thus many 
reagents disturb o** destroy consciousness which are 
not fatal to life. That is. consciousness demands a 
greater freedom from the form of motion known as 
chemical, than life, and this points to the truth of 
the thesis that life is a derivative of conscious energy 
in composition with some other form of energy. 
That the imspeeialized condition of the physical basis 
is necessary to consciousness is hue her suggested by 
the histor^of automatism. An automatic act is de
rived from a conscious act. and not the reverse. This 
is well known to everybody, and the process is 
termed education. The conscious act by repetition 
creates channels for the transmission of nervous 
energy, and when these are in working order the act 
is performed without effort, and without conscious
ness, other than that of observation, and frequently 
not even that. 'Thus it is evident that the condition 
of consciousness is the unfinished, or generalized 
condition of matter, so far as regards chemical and 
mechanical energy, 'rhe same is probably more or 
less true as regards the physical characters of its ma
terial basis. Protoplasm is not a solid or a liquid, 
but is intermediate in character, combining a moder
ate tenacity with a moderate fluidity. This condition 
is most favorable for the securing of motion both 
molar and molecular, and makes protoplasm a field 
for the work of ergbgenesis.

The opposite view as to the origin and nature of 
consciousness is clearly set forth by Clevenger* in 
the following language: “It may be startling to 
many of my readers to learn that the drift of physi
ological inquiry has been steadily towards the rec
ognition of sensation and memory and all the vast 
subsidiary mental processes, correctly and incor
rectly called emotions, feelings, cognitions, etc., as 
modes of chemical energy.".......... “The Amoeba’s

*•’PhywhMoxy ami PHyrhobiKy.” J’hlcap’-Hm5. pp, t» [\

’ anemia of a concentric, kind, causing alternating 
activity of deeper or of more,superficial portions of 
the cortex or other brain ganglia,. No confusion as 
to the character of consciousness need arise on ac
count of these curious phenomena.

If the positions here, assumed he true, conscious
ness is only possible when appropriate physical con
ditions of matter exist. I can hardly say chemical 
conditions, unless the restraint of chemical energy be 
appropriately called a chemical condition. An anti- . 
chemical condition would he a more, proper expres
sion, and anti-chemism the name of the energy which 
is displayed. The essential condition of the pres- 

I enee of consciousness must hr identical in the entire 
universe. That is. whenever matter is in an unti- 

i chemical condition, and in that state which is prior 
to automatism, that condition is due to the presence 
of consciousness. What the local distribution of this

I state of matter is. is unknown to us. It may he wide 
I or it may be limited. As cosmic creation is shown 

by the telescope 1,6 he in many stages in the, visible 
univer-e, it is probable that the raw material in an 
imspeeialized condition, may have a still more gen -

I oral distribution. If this he true, conscious mind 
may have an equally wide habitat. The self-sustain
ing and self-propagating forms of mind, in its lowest 
as well as in its highest forms, add to the probability 
that this is the case. Thi?. is as fur us legitimate

I speculation cun extend our vision, and Imre we must 
therefore leave our subject.

•■AND THAT WHICH IS TO COME.”
IL Lilian Whitin*..

This age is characterized above all others bj- its 
search for spiritual truth. Learning may have its

I traditional dangers, but their remedy lies not in ig- 
I norance: life itself has its dangers, but their cure 

lies not in suicide.
In that remarkable series of lectures on scientific 

Christianity delivered by Dr. Drummond before the 
Lowell Institute in Boston last winter, the lecturer

I stated that man has already reached the highest 
possible form in the line of physical evolution. The 
inevitable inference from this assertion--that man. 
having completed the process of physical evolution 
must now enter on the evolution of his spiritual fac
ulties—was not noted by Dr. Drummond, but is one 
that can hardly fail to suggest itself to this Congress 
assembled to consider tlu/vast problems of Psychical 
Rvse:w& Humanity 1ms come to the parting of the 
way>: to that borderline which defines the limits of 
the wilderness from the entrance into the promised 
land. f

The greatest obstacle any mu? may as well meet 
it bravely at once-- the greatest obstacle that this 
Society for research into psychic phenomena has to 
encounter, is the reproach • that it is dealing with 
fancies, and phantoms, and phantasms; that it is 

• groping hi a realm of unrealities: a realm “where 
nothing is but what is not:" and thut its work has 
no related value to the practical needs of life. Nor 
is this arraignment to he 'ignored nor looked upon 
with the “eye of scorn" which Dr. Holmes depre- 

I cates for his “Dorothy Q." with none of that line 
scorn which the ideal not unfrequently manifests to- 

I ward the material. Life, in its true sense, is a very 
practical affair, and the world lias a right to demand 
that intelligence and ability shall not be diverted 
from thejr legitimate channels of service to human
ity. and given over to mere caprice or vagary. If 
finer insight and higher ideals do nut result in mak- 

j ing men and women more efficient, more sympa
thetic, and more comprehensive of the problems of 
their age. then must it be conceded that insights and 
ideals fail to stand a legitimate test. If this Con
gress is to represent anything of permanent value, 
it must bring to bear practical aid and recognized 
illumination on the serious concerns of our common

I life. ‘The paragraphers may have their jests, and 
their humorous comments may not illy point a moral 
and adorn a tale; but there is, nevertheless, a pro
found significance and abiding reality in the deliber
ations of this body whose aim is to make us more
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appreciative of the true nature of life, and to make 
that life better worth appreciation.

Always to the idealist is it true that:

One day with life and heart
Is more than time enough to find a world.

Always he feels the courage of his convictions in 
that.

Success in thyself which is best of all.

He who is conscious of alliance with those higher 
forces cannot know despondency or defeat. He sets 
out on thc work whose purpose thrills and inspires. 
He has no idea of the details by which it is to be ac
complished. He sees it as in a vision, as a whole. 
If he were to await accurate and precise information 
as to by what method each detail could be wrought, 
he would never take the initial step. But he is suf- 
ticientiy at one with the higher potentialities to know 
that in some way his purpose shall be supported, -his 
steps guided, his efforts prospered to fulfilment. 
Michael Angelo somewhere writes:

“Meanwhile the Cardinal Ipolito, in whom all my 
best hopes were placed, being dead. I began to un
derstand that the promises of this world are. for the. 
most part, vain phantoms, and that to confide in one’s- 

* self, and become something of worth and value, is 
the best and safest course.'"

At all events, it is they who do confide in them
selves who are apt to become something of worth and 
contribute something of value. They set their 
courses by the stars, and do not wait for a rushlight 
for every individual step of the way.

What fairer seal
Shall I require to my authentic mission 
Than this tierce energy? this instinct striving 
Because its nature is to stri ve.

Edison, a poor boy. utterly W ithout material means 

to benefit himself or any one else, is one of the great
est benefactors of his age. He is the great idealist 
whose mind was so receptive to the higher possibiP- 
ities that existed, unrecognized and undreamed of; 
who was in some mysterious way fitted to receive and 
transmit and set in operation these higher laws of 
nature, making them of inestimable service to his 
own age and all ages to come. A capital of millions 
would not have enabled him to contribute so inestima
bly to humanity as his idealism enabled him to do. 
Any one can give money—if he chances to have it. 
It requires no great imagination to dgn checks, and 
there is a gratification in giving them that—while 
one would not wish to judge cynically—is still not in
variably that of unmixed benevolence. As the scrip
tures tell us that God maketh even the wrath of men 
to praise him, so a good degree of aid is often gained 
from motives that are not wholly those of spiritual 
impulse. Emerson, who was “the friend and aider 
of those who would live in the spirit,"' is unquestion
ably the one man,—not excepting statesmen or scien
tists or philanthropists,—whd has done most for 
America and for his century, because he put into 
general circulation eternal truths. Plato is a source 
of the same inspiration—the source, indeed - but 
Tlatonian thought loses nothing by an Emersonian 
interpretation.

The greatest good that has come to the world has 
been,—not through its capitalists, hut through its 
poets and its prophets. It is ideas—-and ideals—that 
are of value. It is not the thing that we possess, but 
the thought behind the thing, that gives quality to 
life. The supremest gift to humanity was given by 
One who had not where io lay His head. Yet His 
gift was for all time, for all the world, and is so 
beyond price that it is free to the-poorest.

In the expression, “The life that now is and that 
which is to come,” is there not condensed the serious 
concern of humanity? Is it not a fatal fallacy to 
consider life as divided into distinctive parts and to 
draw a line between thc individual now dwelling in 
time, and his spirit that in some vague future may 
dwell in eternity? For is not life all one, a whole
ness and unity, made up of the sum of all that is 
willed; and not a fabric to be divided, like Gaul of 
old into (partes tres) past, present, and future? In

man’s most sublime faculty the will past, present 
and future mingle as in a crucible and from the fire, 
of invincible energy, of creative purpose, which 
unite to produce will: these three become one and 
that one is the present hour. To-day is the judg
ment day: this hour is the accepted season: to-day 
not to-morrow -is the Day of the Lord.

Accepting this truth we may consider that which 
is to come in the light of the pattern, the model of 
that which-now is the very substance that we are 
daily creating. It is the natural side of the spiritual 
life.

Thought is the determining power of life. It 
creates and it disintegrates. The result of a man's 
thought is his spiritual state, and this state controls 
all the events and the conditions of existence.

Now if a study of that power which determin.es the 
entire quality and the scenery of a man's life is not a 
practical work, one well worthy the serious attention 
of human!tv, what work, indeed, could be called 
practical? Psychical study is the study into causes, 
while, that which the unthinking call “practical"' is 
but the speculative survey of effort-. Is it not a 
more vital concern to learn how to produce a cause 
and to control its actions, than it is merely to dis
cuss its effects? If this, then, is practical, then is 
the work of thc Congress of Psychical Research the 
most practical and the most immediately important 
work of the age. For “Man is Ids own star, and 
the soul that can render an honest and a. perfect man 
commands all light, all influence, all fate.'"

Were man able to live aright he would command 
the powers of earth and air. 'M;e winds would be 
his ministers and the clouds his chariot. The most 
potent faculties of the soul have, up to this date in 
human, history, lain as dormant as did all thc pres
ent marvels of applied electricity before the days of 
Morse and the telegraph. But now we have come to 
the day of Edison. These long-dormant powers of 
the soul are stirring and beginning to assert them
selves. Their fuller evolution will give, to us that 
new humanity whose appearance will create anew, 
heaven and a new earth. The powers of this new 
humanity which is to come will as far exceed our 
own, as those of the man who can see and hear, 
will exceed those, of the blind, thc deaf, and the 
crippled. Already these powers are stirring: for. 
the physical evolution, being complete man enters 
now on his spiritual evolution. Yet so little do jve 
know of their nature: so ignorant arc we of the laws 
that govern their development and their scope of ac
tion that we class all their manifestations as..phe
nomena! While, instead of being abnormal, or su
pernormal, or supernatural, these powers are really 
the normal, the natural: ami that they seem other
wise to us is only because we have not yet attained 
our normal development. “The redeemed man is 
only man.” Phillips Brooks was fond of saying: 
That is, man is not man until his powers arc redeemed 
to their noblest quality and greatest service. As 
well might the deaf, the dumb, ami the blind assert 
their state to be the normal: and that of those who 
could hear* and talk, and sec. to be abnormal and 
supernatural; as well might they assert that sight 
and hearing and speech were mere phenomena, very 
curious, indeed, and even interesting, but without 
any related value to actual life - as for us to hold 
that clairvoyance, elairaudience, and telepathy are 
merely phenomenal manifestations of human powers. 
Human nature is di vine nature: rudimentary, erratic, 
it is true, because it is but just discerning its true 
potentialities. To acquire a knowledge of its latent 
powers is thc one most important work of the day. 
The Psychical Congress need take no apologetic 
attitude! v

As well might the savage call unpractical the mer
chant or the statesman who sends his message to the 
other side of the world by submarine cable rather 
than by a messanger in a canoe, us for the world to 
look upon the marvelous possibilities of these greater 
powers of the soul and denominate,them mere vaga
ries. Telepathy is to become as recognized a science 
as telegraphy, automatic writing, uf which Mrs. 
Underwood said so much of interest in her able paper

on that subject, will become hardly more phenom-. 
enal, than the ordinary correspondence of the pres
ent. The poet's swift spiritual insight long since 
discerned possibilities which are now almost a- mat
ter of daily experience. For what but thought- 
transference did Tennyson mean when he wrote:

“Star to star vibrates light, can soul to soul strike 
through a finer element than its own?”

The simple truth is this: We arc spirits now, dwell
ing in a spiritual world, ruling, and being ruled by, 
spiritual forces, under spiritual laws. The body is 
the tenement, the instrument so to speak, of the 
spirit: but let that-spirit be withdrawn and what 
have we? Merely a lifeless and inert form. Not an 
eye-lid can he lifted; not a linger raised, when the 
spirit, which was its force, has fled. So that all 
study of the governing forces of the world "must, per
force, be psychical study.

That which is to come is the adequate recognition 
of these latent spiritual force’s. Even now one who 
vitalizes by faith his rudimentary knowledge of them 
-who project’s faith into that imperfect knowledge- 
may achieve remarkable results.

For instance, suppose that he is in financial anxi- 
ties: and most of us are prepared to admit those to be 
very real and practical troubles. One may not long 
for great wealth, but to insure a, margin for just and 
reasonable immunity from care is a part of spiritual 
integrity and peace of mind: so that financial dis
aster is a very real trouble. But -like every other 
event and circumstance of the material world, it can 
be controlled and surmounted,by spiritual activities. 
The human will, subject to the one condition that it 
shall be held in unison with thc divine will, can 
transform the entire scenery of circumstances from 
ill fortune to good fortune. This* truth is just as 
certain as that the right key to the lock will open a 
door. It is a spiritual fact in the natural life. And 
its mode of operation?

When Jesus said: “Seek ye first the kingdom of 
heaven, and all these things shall be added unto 
you.” He indicated its mode of operation. The 
“kingdom of heaven” is the realm of spiritual forces. 
Seek these first in them alone lie the true potencies 
that can be brought to bear upon affairs. Seek spir
itual potencies and bring the human will into har
mony with the divine will. For the divine will works 
under all events with thc inevitableness of the law - 
of gravitation. When a man would throw a stone 
to thc ground he brings his effort into harmony with 
the law of Fen toil's discovery. But the lawr of gravi
tation alone would not bring to the ground the stone 
lying on a ^helf. And the divine will may not pro
duce certain events until man brings his effort by 
co-operating with this divine will,’ brings it to pass. 
The achievement requires two. wills, man's will and 
God's will, and thus, perhaps, arises thc truism, 
which is also a great truth, that “God helps those 
who help themselves.”

Sometimes there, are instances when on the visible 
and material side, a man secs nothing he can do. He 
is willing to make any exertion or sacrifice, but the 
wav seems barred. What then? Then he can- set in * 
motion spiritual agenHes whose potency is as in
finitely greater than any human potency as the 
heavens are high above the earth. Bringing him
self into the condition of spiritual receptivity he 
comes in touch with the infinite storage, the in
finite reservoir, of energy from which he may draw 
and thus come into a control of finite conditions. 
This is as practical and even demonstrable a fact as 
that an electric street ear car. move, if it receive 
power by means of connection with si borage battery. 
Thc lifting up of the soul to the divine establishes 
the connection with divine energy.

“Lift up your hearts.”
“We lift them up unto*the Lord."
These are not merely formal words of a church 

service, but full of the utmost vital significance and 
applied relation to human life.

Balzac embodied a profound truth when he said:
‘ ‘Prayer has occult act! vity. The aspiration of the 

soul bears all forces within it and applies them to the 
constant union of thc visible and the invisible. When

determin.es
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you possess thc faculty of praying without weariness, 
with love, with force, with certainty, with intelli
gence, your spiritualized nature will presently be in
vested with power. Like a rushing bird, like, a 
thunderbolt, it cuVs its way through all things and 
shares the power of God.’"

“That which is to come,*’ is the new humanity 
that will understand how to use these spiritual laws. 
It will be the “life more abundant” on which, even 
now, we are entering.

The elements for success are iti thc atmosphere, so 
to speak. All one's life is a matter wholly of selec
tion and grouping. We have what we draw. We 
select, arrange and combine according to our own 
powers, and the result is that of our'sussn lives - in 

- their environment, their occupations, their social 
rank, their spiritual status. The key to all this com
bination is on the invisible side of life. Here is the 
crucible in which fate is mixed and apportioned.
. The Law of Suggestion is one of the most infinite 
proteney in practical affairs. If one desires pros
perity, l^t him hold it before himself as a mental 
image. The mental ideal will realize itself in act 
nudity. Let one refuse to see himself in any save 
agreeable and charming surroundings, and the vision 
will be realized. Depression and doubt attract all 
the nebulous infelicity in the atmosphere, and pre
cipitate it upon the one who allows himself to sink 
into this negative state. Belief and faith are the pos
itive and creative forces. It is only he who is capable 
of great enthusiasms who ever accomplishes great re
sults.

By the Law of Suggestion even personality itself 
can be transformed. Tv hold in mind a distinct im
age of whatonewonld.be actually achieves the re
sult. It is on this principle that Christian Science 
heals—-by suggesting to this subjective self that it is 
well, not 111; that it is happy, not the reverse: that 
it will be fortunate, not unfortunate. One can thus 
think himself into health, prosperity, happiness.

What is the magic that makes some days flawless 
In their correspondence of harmonious relation be
tween wish and fulfilment, between the demand and 
the supply, that lifts them up into radiance and all 
the glory and charm of high and poetic living? 'rhe 
jar and fret of life is left away below, somewhere, 
so remote, so dim that no echoes of it intrude to mar 
our peace and joyful sense of triumphant achieve
ment. We walk among the stars. We meet the 
gods. We are the thing we long tv be. We meet 
him whom we seek. The desired opportunity opens 
to us, and we are equal to it, and the days are true 
to a divine unity.

But such days should not be the blissful and ex
hilarating exception, but the every-day’ experience. 
It should be no matter of surprise when things go 
right, but, instead, when they go wrong. Happiness 
and success should be held as the normal conditions 
of existence. Man is less than himself when he is 
not upright, noble, successful and- -as the inevitable 
result of these conditions—happy. This state should 

• be held by us all as our normal condition, just as 
health and not illness is the normal condition of the 
body.

The one great truth to which wo all need to come 
is that a successful life lies not in doing this, or going 
there, or possessing something else; it lies in the 
quality of the daily life. It- is just as surely success 
to be just and courteous to servants or companions or 
the chance comer, as it is to make a noted speech be
fore an audience, or write a book, or make a million 
dollars. It is achievement on the spiritual side of 
things; it is the extension of our life here into the 
spiritual world, that is, alone, of value. This exten
sion is achieved, this growth toward higher things is 
attained, by our habitual attitude of mind. It de- 
velops/by truth, and love, and goodness: it is stunted 
by every envious thought,’ every unjust or unkind 
act. The theatre of our actions may be public and 
prominent, or private and obscure. Our conduct may 
be read of men, or it may hardly be known beyond 
the most limited circle. What then? Does ^pot one 
require moral health, spiritual loveliness forjimself,

as he does his physical .health, and not merely for 
display ? One would prefer to be well rather than ill 
if he were alone on a desert island. Why not. as 
well, prefer to he spiritually abounding, whether the 
world recognize it nr not?

‘•For to be carnally minded is death and to he 
spiritually minded is life and peace."’ Here we touch 
the profonndest truth of life. All the jars,^ the urn 
rest, the friction, the unhappiness of life are insep
arably whited t«» the material plane. “Tv be car
nally minded is death.” But leave this- live thc 
“life mow abundant”..rise above selfishness and 
envy rejoice in your neighbor s success, be glad in 
his gladness love what is lovely, whether your own 
or another's In short, be “spiritually minded,*'and 
at once there is hfe and peace.” At om-e there is 
sucres in its profonndest significance.

In the new honk entitled “The Unseen World” by 
Kev. Arthur Willink, of thc Church of England, there 
is set forth a speculative belief whose contemplation 
does much to calm ami elevate life. It is to the effect 
that this form, this individuality which we call our
selves our conscious self that is inhabiting this 
world- is hut a segment, so to speak, of our real 
selves; that our essential self is dwelling all the time 
in the higher world, while the physical self, with- 
mind and some inpouring of spirit, is dwelling on 
earth, “Our lives are hid with Christ in God.” says 
the apostle. Perhaps this is literally rather than 
figuratively true. If we could once realize this as an 
actual truth, how unspeakably it would enrich, exalt, 
dignify and glorify this present life? And do not all 
analogies support its truth? Is it not reasonable to 
suppose that a spirit must have its being in a spiritual 
world? A bird cannot live, in, the sea. nor a fish in 
the air: each must live in its own habitat. The 
physical man must live in a physical world; there 
ah me are his correspondences: but the spirit must 
dwell in a spiritual world fur, there only arc the cor
respondences to spiritual demands.

The aim for perfection that has fascinated so 
many, inciting not only the perseverance of the 
saints, but the faithful efforts'of many who are far 
from being saints -is no impracticable ambition. 
Minor faults as well as the. grosser sins can be eradi
cated from character: and only after this purification 
can the fuller currents of Divine energy flow in. 
The diviner power cannot be grasped for selfish uses. 
One must approach it - with pure hands and a clean 
heart.” The Lord himself cannot work in man only 
as man cooperates with the Divine nature. Sweden
borg says; “When the interior of man is purified from 
evils than the infernal, above thV interior, is opened, 
and hr communicates with heaven.”

Gomi and evil states of thc soul, as health and Ill
ness are state.- of the body, and as one desires 
health— not that he neighbors shall praise him, but 
for his own comfort* so is the good its own reward 
at the present moment.

There is no possibility of doubting that humanity 
is on the threshold uf a life so much higher and 
more potent than the present that to enter on its 
realization will make a new heaven and a new earth. 
The change will be as great as from the grub to tho 
butterfly. Humanity will, find its wings. Mental 

'and psychic power will assert their sway. The en
tire scenery of life will be transformed. Unsuspected 

■stores of energy will he liberated. Mankind will 
live in exaltation alnd enthusiasm. There will be 
abounding life, not plodding existence. Life will 
then be what Emerson says it should always be. an 
ecstasy. The psychic transformation that is drawing 
pear will give far more wonderful results than any 
of the splendid conquests of science in the past.

The moment w<- come into the realm of spirit all 
things are possible. What on the natural plane 
Would seem miracle becomes as simple as the most 
every-day occurrence. It seems not impossible that 
this earth may be the theatre of a new life—of new
ness of life on a plane heretofore undescried—and 
which, if conceived of at all has been believed could 
only wait the experiences of the soul after the change 
called death. But let humanity once come into the

actual realization that the human race is a race of 
spirits—of spirits dwelling in temporary physical 
bodies; that those bodies arc the instrument through 
which the spirit comes in contact with material life 
and gains its earthly experience; but that thc body, 
need not limit the power of spirit, but be used for 
spiritual power to work through —and life in altered 
at once. This L the, transformation uf energy that 
is drawing near.

■ “Man will be une of those elect ’ 
Who seem not to compete or strive, 
Yet with the foremost still arrive, 

Prevail tng still;
Spirits with, whom the -Aars cunnhv 

To work their will.”

If we can but conceive of onrBelve-, an holding 
worthily great gifts gifts, power, ami rich re
sources will set as in a current toward us. “We pre 
on a perilous margin,*’ well said GeorgeEliot, “when 
we can calmly contemplate our future selves leu, 
with dull consent, toward shabby achievement."’ 
Life is for success, for exaltation. From the vantage 
ground of the early morning, before one has entered 
on an untried day. it in perfectly possible, by ’estab
lishing this connection with the divine energy, to 
control thc day’s events. The immediate future of 
the approaching hour can be stamped by mental 
magnetism. Let one resolve This day shall be high, 
poetic, uplifting. It is the day of the Lord, into It 
shall come nothing unworthy. There are to be in it 
beautiful presences..noble and inspiringpeople, who 
live, even on earth, the angelic life. Into it are to 
come al! sweet influences and grand symphonies of 
faith and vision. ;

'rids is the day set to the key of divine harmony. 
It shall be lived as unto the Lord-

To devote each morning before leaving one's room 
a little time to this mental deten^nution of thc yet 
untried day: to give one’s self to spiritual uplifting, 
through prayer, through reading from the Divine 
Word, and from the poet or prophet who has for us 
a divine message, is to bring the mind into a condi
tion of spiritual receptivity and of illumination that 
transforms the entire life of that day to a new and 
higher level. Order and harmony are the sequence: 
exhilaration and happiness wail on it as attendant 
angels. For thought attracts things. Il engenders 
the magnetic atmosphere which produces and 
creates them. Therefore it is the part of wisdom to 
expect, absolutely expect, prosperity, joy and happi
ness. Believe in them and they will come. No 
good thing approach through the atmosphere of 
sxeptieisni regarding its reality or its appearance. 
Unbelief is a non-conductor, through which thc 
heavenly magnetism cannot pass. One of ihe apos
tles says of Jesus in a certain city that he passed 
through, “And He did do mighty works there be
cause of their unbelief.”' Because of their unbelief. 
There is the deepest significance in the clause. 
Their unbelief had .created an atmosphere through 
which even the spiritual potency uf Uhrist could not 
pass. Unbelief between people, between friends, has 
the same effect. We cannot be anything to those 
who refuse belief in us—who have no faith in our. de
sires. or sincerity, or purposes. Whatever we may 
long to do for them, to be to them, we cannot, be
cause that marvelous force of spirit depends on con
ditions for its results. But to believe in ihe highest 
and the sweetest possibilities is to find them. To see 
ourselves in ideal conditions is thc initial step 
toward realizing such conditions. Then shall life 
come to be—that life which here in this world is tv 
come:

A reasonable service of good deeds. 
Pure living, tenderness to human needs. .... 
Reverence and trust, and prayer for light to see 
The Masters footprints in our daily ways. 
And the calm beauty of an ordered life 
Whose very breathing ll unworded praise’

Then, truly, shall the life of humanity become noble, 
and significant, and triumphant—and the King of 
Glory shall come in!

whatonewonld.be
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dr' hart and his criticisms.
To the Editor: 1 was much impressed 

with reading in The Journal, Septem
ber 9th, your editorial on “Exteriorization 
of Sensibility."

It was the more interesting from the 
fact that I had just nearly finished read
ing Dr. E. Hart's recently published book 
on “Hypnotism, Mesmerism and the New 
Witchcraft." Your articles gives a re
sume of . the criticisms by “Papus” or 
Encausse, of the methods of Dr. Hart, 
and, as usual with such critics, he seeks 
to throw discredit both upon the intellect
ual attainments and the want of experi
ence, of the man who exposes the un
scientific methods of Dr. Luys, in whose 
paper—Journal de Psychiatric—appear 
statements bv “Papus," that Dr. Hart 
used for his experiments subjects who had 
been discarded by Dr. Luys, while in 
truth, two of them were Dr. L—'sown 
Sitients and all were introduced to Dr.

art by Dr. Luys within a few weeks of 
the time Dr. Hart examined them in the 
presence of three reputable and reliable 
witnesses.

It is stated by Dr. Hart, in his book, 
that during Dr. Luys' experiments with 
one of these very subjects, he, Dr. Hart, 
requested Dr. Luys to vary the experi
ment in a way to prevent the patient 
(Marguerite) from knowing whether 
alcohol or some other liquid were in the 
tube in contact with her peek. Dr. Luys 
replied that he must' be allowed to per
form “in his own way/’.

Though Dr. Luys claims, in his Loudon 
Times answer to Dr. Hart, and though 
“Papus” also cl'aims publicly that the 
subjects had been discredited by Dr. Luys, 
the fact remains that up to within a few 
weeks of the time that Dr. Hart’s preface 
was. written Dr. Luys had accepted as 
genuine the phenomena obtained through 
the subjects—Jeanne, Marvel, Clarice, 
Marguerite, etc.

The more scientific methods of Dr. Hart 
resulted in positive proof that the phe
nomena claimed from certain specific tests, 
performed in Dr. Luys “own way,” were 
easily produced by reversed (ests when 
made by Dr, Hart. Thus, the patient, 
under Dr, Luys method was able to see 
pleasing blue flames issue from the north 
pole of a bar magnet, while red and un
pleasant ones proceeded from the south 
pule. Dr. Hart experimenting upon the 
same, persons found that the same sensa
tions followed when the poles were re
versed though supposed not to be by the 
subject. Also that a demagnetized mag
net—a bar of iron resembling the magnet
ized bar of M. Luys, but which was not 
magnetic, and a set of needles variously 
and inversely magnetized, produced tin 
same effects upon the hypnotic.

In regard to Dr. Hart's experiments for 
the purpose of establishing or verifying 
Dr. Luys’theory of “Exterior sensation,” 
he procured two dolls instead of one as ir 
Dr. Luys experiments. “We restorer 
Marquerite to the perfectly hyp
notized condition and when she 
was profoundly plunged in the slate ^hich 
is described as profound hypnosis. 1 
placed a doll in her hand, which she held 
long enough to sensitise it. I then, tak
ing the doll from her, rapidly disposed of 
it behind some books, and proceeded to 
operate on another doll which she had not 
touched and which I had just taken out 
of the box in which it came from the toy 
shop.......Holding her hand I placed her 
in contact with Dr. Sajous, that he might 
also be, en rapport with her, ami 1 con
tinued to hold her hand.” “If m>w I 
touched the ^air of the doll, which she 
was supposed not to see, she exclaimed, 
according* to my notes, ‘On touche Ies 
cheveux,’ 'On les live'—They are touch
ing my hair—they are pulling it. and as 
she complained it hurt her, we had to 
leave off pulling the doll’s hair. Taking 
the doll to a little distance I pinched it: 
she. showed every sign of pain, am! cried 
out, ‘I don’t like to be hurt—-je ne veux 
pas qu’ on me fasse de mal.’ ”

Not only has Dr. Hart punctured the 
theories of Dr. Luys by showing them lo 
be based upon one-sided, therefore insuf
ficient data, but he also publishes in his 
book the confession of Jeanne, one cf Dr. 
Luys* subjects, that she and another 
duped the Doctor by taking advantage of 
his uniform method of experimentation.

Believers of the occult interpretation of 
certain phenomena obtained through hys
terical hypnotized media will raise the 
question of sincerity in statements of facts 
as between the ’ two Doctors; and also 
charge Dr, Hart with unscientific methods, 
in the face of admitted evidence that he, 
Dr. Hart, suggested to Dr. Luys the very 
method of experiment by which the 
former was able io explode the conclusions 
arrived at by the latter; and which Dr. 
Luys declined to make preferring to fol
low “ his own way."

It is said by those, unfavorable to Dr. 
Hart, that it is not likely he could, in two 
weeks, overthrow' the conclusions of Dr. 
Luys, founded upon years of study <>f 
such phenomena as were observed by 
both, upon the same subjects.

The objection does not hold good, since, 
one who follows a fixed idea and refuses 
to adopt other methods by which to verify 
his conclusions, cannot claim the element 
of time in his favor as a proof that such 
conclusions are true. Such a method of 
argumentation would be fallacious in the 
extreme, because Dr. Luys himself could 
have, in *ess time, probably, reversed the 
conclusions which he had been years in 
establishing.

To one not personally acquainted with 
the two Doctors their relative wracious- 
ness should not be cmsidered. It must be 
assumed that both testify to the actual oc- 

. currences; for as between themselves (re
ferring to the lettersuf each to the London 
Times), there seems to be no dispute as lo 
what occurred in either case.

The very fact that both Dr. Luys and 
Dr. Papus (Encausse) endeavor only lo 
discredit the subjects, is a tacit admission 
that Dr. Hart obtained the results in tie- 
manner he claimed.

I lind, also, in the same issue of The 
Journal, an article by A. H. Dailey, 
copied from the Chicago Evening Post of 
September 1,^1893, in criticism of. the of
fer, or challenge, of Dr. Hart to the Psy
chical Congress, to produce a medium or 
psychic who could tell the number of a 
bill or check, without previous knowl
edge, when the same should, be enclosed 
in a locked box, of whip# Dr. Hart should 
hold the key. '

Now to the waiter this proposition seems 
fair. Il is claimed that such phenomena 
have been repeatedly obtained; but if so, 
it has been under conditions which would 
not recommend them to the consideration 
of unbiased, though skeptical minds.

It is asserted that the power, or force, 
or spirit, will not manifest under compul
sion or under conditions which suggest 
any, the least, suspicion that his or her 
or its ability or veracity is being ques
tioned. Behind such a pretense, it seeing 
to me, hides the conviction that such a 
test as the challenge contemplates, cannot 
be, nor has ever been, obtained. The 
statement of Judge Dailey, that the “third 

..party" (assumed) makes no terms with 
“wagerers and gamblers,” (Dr. Hart*.') 
only befogs the real issue. So far as the 
record goes (See the “Vampires of (inset,” 
etc.,) the “third parties," in the past have 
not been so scrupulous as not to pander to 
the wishes of worse than “wagerers and 
gamblers."

Equally invidious are the remarks upon 
the implications of conceit, on the part of 
Dr. Hart, The animus against the Doctor 
seems to have been raised by an attempt 
to press his attention upon the Psychical 
Congress, against the wishes 'of the Com
mittee in charge. It was a breach of eti
quette, if correctly reported, and the 
writer has no desire to condone it; but he 
regrets that the incident should have been 
made the convenient excuse for refusing 
to make an effort to secure public proof of 
what is claimed to bo of not uwfrequent 
occurrence in private.

F. IL Stevens.
Chicago.

SPIRITUALISM A SCIENCE.
To the Editor: Of Richard Burton’s 

religion his wife says, as quoted in your 
pages: “He could not find in his investi
gations of Spiritualism the religion he 
sought.”

Spiritualism is not a religion; it is re
ligious. It is not a creed; it is a science. 
It is the science of religion. Spiritualism 
demonstrates truths which religion only 
affirms. Ils mission is to place above all 
faith, that of knowledge with its many 
seeming contradictions and its inconsisten
cies it never fails to pass triumphantly 
through the crucial test, that of the con
tinuity of life and of the intercommunion 
of the mundane and the super-mundane. 
This hypothesis established becomes an 
impregnable foundation on which the laws

of the spiritual universe may. be predi
cated and eventually verified with the 
precision of a geometrical problem.

Tiiward this end all investigation of 
psychical phenomena leads us, find minds 
trained to scientific processes are to-day 
busily engaged .throughout the civilised 
world in the investigation of spiritual 
laws. These once formulated on a purely 
scientific basis, and Spiritualism becomes 
a religion; and, we may safely affirm, the 
religion of civilization subject to such en
largement as higher spiritual knowledge 
ami deeper insight into the arcana of na
ture may subsequently bring to light.

Science has dwelt too long in the region 
of matter. Its creed has been restricted 
to laws governing matter only. It set 
aside or disregarded the invisible which 
now is recognized to be the primal scource 
of the visible.

Scalpel in hand science sought amid the 
hidden recesses of the human form the 
s<*ai of life, the fount from whence flowed 
the stream of thought, of intelligence

Jt has discovered though the body be 
wrecked, its functions impaired, even de
stroyed, thought maintains its dominion, 
its seat a mystery siill.

Elizabeth A. Bryant.
Boston. Mass.

THE MILLENNIUM A PROPHECY.
To the Editor: Strange as it may now 

seem, the time will eumv when lire will be 
almost unknown ami children will be 
born and will grow up to manhood and 
womanhood, even grow old and pass out 
of tin* flesh without ever having seen it. 
In that time it will not be needed or used, 
as all cooking, baking, boiling, welding 
of metals—in fact everything that is now 
accomplished in the household and in the 
arts by the use of fire will be done by an 
element that will produce heat without 
tire, and the appliances for its accomplish
ment will be brought to such perfection 
that no accidents will occur.

In that day lire being entirely useless 
for any purpose, and being a dangerous 
element, will be interdicted by law and 
such now universally used things as 
matches will be unknown. Tobacco will 
long since have gone out of use and the 
“weed" will be almost unknown, and only 
grown as a curiosity and will be read of in 
ancient books that “in a barbarous age, 
long past, men used tu smoke, chew and 
snuff it."

Spontaneous combustion will some
times occur, but as houses and in fact all 
things that are now made of wood or iron 
will be made from a metal taken from the 
ground, no conflagration will occur.

All houses, and not only these, but the 
temperature of whole districts will be 
warmed in winter and cooled in summer 
by the same process, by letting free in the 
air certain substances which are now un
known, but which will then be plentiful.

Men will cease to build and live in cities 
as now: and the waste places of earth 
shall blossom as the rose.

As the grossness is gradually eliminated 
from man’s nature, what is called scrofula 
and all other hereditary taint in the hu
man blood will be by degrees oblitera
ted and men and women will be fair to 
look upon, beyond the present power of 
the mind to conceive.

Our domestic animals, (all others will 
then be extinct except a ^w kept la con
finement,) will have kept pace with the 
human race, both in physical beauty and 
in intelligence, and it will be no uncom
mon thing to have them communicate 
their wishes to us by words. Many of 
the advanced species now understand the 
every-day language spoken by their mas
ters, but are not sufficiently developed to 
use it themselves. Man will also under
stand their language as well, to a certain 
extent, that of the birds.

In those days cathedrals and churches, 
as such will be unknown, as well as jails 
and penitentiaries; such buildings then 
standing will be used as homes by the 
remnants of those who shall be left by a 
past age, who have pot yet gotten over the 
effects of a bad heredity, and as hospitals 
for those who have become imbecile or in
sane through traumatic causes, such as 
wounds, hurls, etc.

One universal language will then be 
spoken; it will not be any now in use, but 
a congress of those, speaking the leading 
languages will select the shortest and 
easiest words in each, and that will be 
used in the schools and hundreds of new 
words will be coined and by common.con- 
sent will be used because they can be 
spoken with so much greater ease’and 
facility. It will be composed of English, 
French and German, in the order named.

The spelling will be very much simplified. 
Printing will be done without type and by 
a process now unknown, but that will, be 
soon be discovered. All kinds of pictures 
will be taken by the same process and all 
will be done with little cost. The latter 
process may soon be given you.

S. T. Suddick, M. D.

A PRACTICAL TEST.
To the Editor: The question whether 

our departed friends are interested in our 
worldly conditions and whether a person 
should try to learn of them concerning 
temporal affairs, has often be bn discussed. 
Many good arguments are puj, forward on 
both sides’ of the question and while no 
satisfactory decision is reached, the one 
fact seems to remain that many instances 
are being given which would clearly show 
that we are many times influenced for our 
own good in worldly affairs. There lives 
iu this city a young attorney who for some 
time past has been investigating the claims 
of the spiritual philosophy. In the mean
time he finds himself possessed of me
diumistic gifts of a very practical kind. 
He is able to read books and especially 
newspapers during his sleep. Not long 
since he had a client who, wonderful to 
tell, had been swindled by another attor
ney. This client wished to bring suit 
against the party but concluded that it 
would be of little use to do so as the party 
lived in an outside county and that a jury 
could not be found that would bring in a 
verdict against him in his own home. 
The only thing to be done would be to 
get service on him in Denver so as to bring 
the suit into the State C'ourt. In order to 
do this it would be necessary to catch him 
in Denver so as lo serve the proper papers 
on him. While this was a possible thing 
to do. yet it was hardly a probable one. 
One night not long since this young attor
ney was able to read the Rocky Mountain 
News during his sleep and among the ho
tel arrivals he noticed the name of the 
party he was wanting to find, who, with 
his wife, was stopping at the St. James 
Hotel. On awakening in the-morning his 
dream was still clear in his mind, so the 
first thing he did was to call for the Morn
ing News when io his great pleasure 
among the hotel arrivals he finds the 
names as he had seen them in his 
dream. It only remained for ^im to go 
to his office, make out the proper papers 
and to have them promptly served. All 
of which he was able to do. He now 
thinks that there is something going on 
which he does not fully understand.

George M. Bacon.
Denver, Colo.

' JAPANESE ART.
The significance of the Japanese depart

ment of the World’s Fair at Chicago lies 
in the fact that here for the first time has 
the policy of self-development in modern 
Oriental art an opportunity of justifying 
itself by results, however immature. By 
its prompters were the Government plans 
for this ’exhibition drafted and superin
tended; bv its professors and pupils were 
the most important of the detached works 
and all of the decorations executed; and 
through its influence has the prevailing 
character of native and original design 
been throughout stimulated. It is well' 
understood by the authorities that Japan’s 
future position in the world’s art cannoi 
be. established by throwing away her spe
cial gifts of pure and delicate design, iu 
the quixotic desire to compete with France 
and America in the field of realistic oil- 
painting. Neither can she fall back list
lessly upon the fame of her past achieve
ments. She must grapple ^th living 
problems. She assumes Lhat in her art 
courses sap enough for new possibilities. 
While at Vienna, at Paris, and at Phila- . 
delphia her triumphs were largely in her 
loan collection of antiquesand in modern 
replicas, at Chicago for the first time has 
she deliberately dared to be original, and 
to ask’the world’s favor (pr her contem
porary art on its own merits.

Candor compels one first of all to say 
that to Mr. Kakuzo Okakura, the director . 
of the Fine Art Academy, more than to 
any other one man, is the credit for this 
wonderful Japanese exhibit due. The 
wise toueja ofhisadvice is everywhere felt, 
from the architectural casket which re
produces the interesting proportions and 
decorations of the Biodoin temple at Uji, 
founded in the eleventh century, to the 
new’ departures in shape and glaze of the 
humblest pottery. In paintings the dis
play is small but choice, the severity of 
the native juries having apparently ex
ceeded that which has been deprecated in 
our own.
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JUST ABOUT TO FALL.
lluv you seen tin-hsq>py mother wlp'ii the babe 

begins to talk?
IhGTyou 'fen her teach the tiny tangled feet the 

way to walk;
liver near each 'lender 'huiihler. yet so feeble and 

so small,
With her ready hands to bald her. when >h* '' .him 

aKint tn fall

sixteen hours a day. Mrs. McKinlay was 
in Philadelphia under thecate of a phy
sician. At the end of the week she had 
had twenty-one letters and 1 don't know 
how many telegrams. He wrote her then, 
as he always does when they are separated, 
three letters a d:tv. She received one Hi 
the afternoon and tan at the breakfast 
table. While scores of men were hovering 
over and around him and that ?“bill" In* 
would scratch olf a few Unes to her. call a 
boy to mail it, and go on with the pressing 
business.

“When he is traveling hi- sends her a 
telegram about every two hours, or at 
every station where the tram stops huyg 
enough.

“Onetime, during a political campaign, 
they were my guests, lie had been gone 
since early morning. Mrs. MeKtuhy had 
been quite ill all day. He came in hue in 
the evening. His first question was for 
her. 1 told him she had not been as well. 
He went up the stairs, three steps al a 
bound. As he turned toward hot room 1 
heard him say in his cheery voice;

" ‘Here I am. Here's your doctor, your 
nurse, and your medicine.'

“He stayed with her until sh- was per 
feetly comfortable ami asleep and then 
came down to his dinner. He had nut bad 
a mouthful to eat since having his break
fast, and was almost too tired to gel 
through his dinner. But, ay a;w:ivs, bis 
first thought was of her.

“Mrs. McKinley’s devotion tohim is m» 
^sthan his to her. Her face lx aglow 
‘with love-light all the time.

“When the financial trouble eame to 
Major McKinley she was in New York for 
medical treatment. She telegraphed hua 
to take ami use all of her property as his 
own tohelphim out of iheditHculiirs, ami 
she started immediately for home. When 
she arrived her friends and hi.s friends 
were there tn meet her. and to advise her 
not to give up her property. They ndd 
her that she was an invalid and must 
have tin- necessary comforts.

“I will never forget the look that came 
into her face. It was simply divim-. Sin- 
said:

“What! Keep my property and my 
husband in trouble? h is the happiest 
moment of my life when I can do some
thing for him. All these years I have been 
a dead weight around his neck. He has 
nursed me as no mother ever nursed a 
child. He has helped me to bear- pain 
when physicians have failed, He has 
thought of me lirst in everything, and 
do you think now that I would hold any
thing back? Not one cent. IL* must use 
it. He can always take care of me, and 
1 am so happy to do something for him.

“There was not a dry eye in the room 
when she was through talking, strong 
men turned away to hide their tears. It 
was easy to see where had been the hus
band’s toward for devotion. She is as 
grand in her womanhood as he is in his 
manhood. Every one who knows tlwm 
knows uf their ideal life. They have had 
sorrows, which they have shared to
gether, but their k»vv for each other makes 
this earth a heaven for them/'

Ada Negri, the young Italian poet to 
whom a pension has been granted by the 
government, teaches little children iu a 
small manufacturing town in the north of 
Italy. She lives with her mother in a 
large dingy tenement house, where her 
box of books is the only article of luxury. 
All her literary work has beml done at 
night, after quiet lias settled over t he umsy 

’dwelling. The one bright spot in her life 
is her love for her mother. Her poems 
are tinged with the sorrows of her yming 
lib* but an1 not morbid.

shut your eyes and you can see her in the baby's 
childhood days.

When the gulden glvani of suii'et < n her tangled
Irenes plays:

And the mother, though grown elder, Mill is near 
enough to call.

With her ready hands to h«dd her, when she’s.iiM 
about to fall.

New the baby is a woman and d?’'- bending e’er 
a bed.

Where the spirit tr>>iii the- body >»: her gentle 
mother ib'd;

A- th'- lifeless limb' gr^w Peldr. "Mother.' 
Mother:” hear her caD. ,

But there are no hands to hold her. and she's juM 
about to fad, A

Lanucln-d alone on lifoV rough ocean, she iohw-'' 
ing with the years. \

But. Use voyage is a lomdy un-, mid .sometime' - 
through her tears '

She can seem to see her mo’her:- -h-- ••an almost 
hear her call.

And by faith she sees .another baud t<> bold Kt 
'h<m’d she tall.

-i'v Wakmas'. in New' York Sun.

A BEAUTIFUL HOME PICTURE.
It is considered quite the proper thing 

in the young man and woman of the 
period to look upon marriage as a failure, 
and the most popular dramas and novels 
are those which demonstrate this theory. 
A beautiful picture of an ideal marriage 
was given by Teresa Dean recently iu the 
Chicago Inter Ocean. The probability is • 
that the story would never have gotten into 
print but for the sympathy aroused in two 
women, strangers to each other, by the 
enthusiastic reception given to the popu
lar Governor McKinley on Ohio day at 
the World’s Fair.

The Governor had just ridden up to the 
State building, followed by his brilliantly 
uniformed staff. As the burst of applause 
greeted him, lie glanced up nt the win
dow above, knowing his wife was there. 
He found her, for his face lighted up with 
a smile that is only given to her. It was 
this little incident, and tin1 emotion of the 
moment, that prompted one of the women 
to tell the other something of the private 
life of Gov. McKinley, that readers of the 
woman’s column will be glad to know:

“Why, do you know that man is an un
crowned king.’ If the women of th is coun
try could know him as I. have known him 
they would rise up in a body and demand 
that he, and only he, be made to stand at 
the helm of the United States government. 
While they themselves cannot vote they 
would see that their husbands, brothers, 
and sons placed him and kept him in power 
with never a consideration of party, pol
itics, or tariff bill.

“You will think me very enthusiastic. 
1 am. Yuu look so interested that I will 
tell you what I know personally abouj 
the private life of that man,

“I have known Governor McKinley and 
his wife for years. It is now over twenty 
years since he was first in Congress. 1 hir
ing many of those years Mrs. McKinley 
has been very much of an invalid. With 
all the demands on his time," and with all 
the hundreds to pull him this way ami 
that, never once has his first thought not 
been of her. As that deafening cheer 
went up it was her that was in his heart, 
and his eyes went upto the window where 
she must be.

“I-have lived in Washington when his 
duties have Liven there. They have al- 
.ways made the Ebbitt house their home.

“When he would leave her in the morn
ing it would be with four or five kisses, 
and with the most explicit instructions to 

"the maid or nurse not to leave her side un
til his return.

“At noon, when other Congressmen 
would congregate to talk over their 
lunches, he would slip away to the Ebbitt 
house to see how she was feeling and to 
give her medicine with his own hands.

“During that anxious time when he was 
drafting the famous tariff bill he worked

Thc? first colored woman to study den
tistry is Miss Martha .Iordan, of Texas.

Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla 
Cured me of <ioj»f or 
swellings in tin* w-ek 
Which I had fri tin 10 
years old till I wax ."2. 
When I began mkhig 
Hood's Sarsaparilla I 
was feeling so diseniir- 
aged with goitre and 
rheumatism. When I

Mrs, Sutherland, caught cold I could not 
walk two blocks without fainting. Now 1 am 
free from it all and I can truly recommend HOOD’S SARMAPABILLa.” Mkh. 
Anna Sutherland, Kalamazoo, Mich.

HOOD’8 PILLS assist digestion, cure headache.

IRREGULARITY. 
Is that what troub
les you? Then it’s 
easily ami promptly 
remedied by Ductor 
Pierce’s Pleasant 
Pellets. They regm 
late the system per
fectly. Take one 
for a gentle laxa
tive or corrective; 
three for a cathartic.

If you suffer from 
Constipation. Indi
gestion, Bilious At

tacks. Sick or Bilious'Headaches, or any 
derangement of the liver; stomach, or 
bowels, try these little Pellets. They 
bring a permanent cure.' Instead of 
shocking and weakening’ the system 
with violence, like the ordinary pills, 
they act in a perfectly easJ and natural 
way. They’re the smallest, the easiest 
to take -and the cheapest, for thev’re 
guaranteed to give satisfaction, or your 
money is returned. You ;pay only for 
the good you get.

Daily Lake Ebb
—TO— \ •

SI. Joseph anil I Benton 
Harbor, Illi

o>i Um steel .steamer "City of i ;hiengu" and the 
new pr<Teller -I'hlo <ra. ” The t wo fastest steamers 
on hake Michigan. Eight hours on water, only 
sixty miles fmm Uldcttgo. The plater cities are 
vMred by thousands ot pleasure?, seekers every 
season and urewltlumtexienthin the most delight
ful reports on hake Michigan goi^i ashing, bath- 
lag. liwHtifni drives and other attractions. The 
schedule for the season is as follows:

heave Chicago daisy nt load a. m. Bet urn to <hy 
about Mini p.jn. Runup Trip. $1.OP.

heave Chicago daily at 11. >(* p. m. Single Fare 
Trip, fun

I heave Chicago Sunday at Ju a m. Return about 
in p. m. Round Trip, fl .."8>,

heave Chicago Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock. 
Round Trip, $1.00. Tickets good jeturnlng same 
night, Sunday at G p. m.. or Monday’s steamer. In 
all cases meals and berths ex. a.

The "City of Chicago" which leaves daily at icSO 
a. ni„ makes close cnaneetions at St. Joseph with 
the special fast steamboat express, on the C. & W. 
M. Ry , for Grand Rapids, Traverse City. Petoskey, 
Mackinac Island. Holland, Ottawa Beach. Bay City. 
East Saginaw, Lansing and all summer resorts and 
towns tn Northern Michigan. Thia is the cheapest 
amt quickest mute from Chicago.

Hotel St. Joseph, formerly “Plank s Tavern." is 
now open. Rales. FhW a day

Graham & Morton
Transportation Co.

Dock urn* Cilice, foot of Wabash Ave.

Ifclw-I’liitapfcl Journal
THE

RECOGNIZED ORGAN
OF THE

Committee of the Psychi
cal Science Congress

Will be, Sent to Every N“w Subscriber for

Three Months For Fifty Gents.
The Journal is a high-class spiritual paper, 

abreast of all Important questions of the day. and 
from the number ot new subscriptions coming tn, it 
is apparent that Us Influence Is increasing rind Hint 
there is n widespread interest in the subjects treated 
In its columns. A feature of Thk Journal is the 
half-tone portraits and World’s Fair pictures, that 
are sent out with It. making a valuable collection, 
worth (he subscription price alone. Jn order to 
place Thk Joiknal within the reach of every per
ron Interested tn psychical subjects, the above offer 
la made, which will he cmitlnueda llmitedtiineonly.

mrr *® Pai'* timlD'eminent for C:itnmi. rKrr Liver, Kidticy and stomach rtoutdo, I 11 LLAddri-w Dll. E. J. W<»R>T. Ashland, o.

WE SEND FREE 
with thia beautiful Organ an Instruction 
Hook Ursi a. handsome, upholstered Stool! 
The or^no has It r-tups, 6octaves and is 
made of Solid Walnut. Warranted by us for 
IS years. We only charge $4B forthk heau- 
tifuliiistriiiii.iH.Seiid Oidavfor FRKK illus
trated catalogue. OXFORP MFC. CO Chleugu

Herbert Spencer's 
SYNTHETIC PHILOSOPHY.

Bv B. F. UNDERWOOD.
An essay read before the Brooklyn Ethical Associ

ation, with report of a discussion of the essay. A 
pamphlet of 131 pages.

“A very able and satisfactory exposition of the 
synthetic philosophy."—Du. R. G. KfChts.

“One of the most candid and able expositions o 
philosophic truth to which this association has ever 
latened.”—John A.TAnoit.
Price, 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The HSIJGIO- 

PHIWXOI'HK'AL JuCRNAl. Office.

THE t.ipAU'

SB® REMEDIES.
MRS. SPENCE'S

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWDERS
•G iiir family Honk there is nothing like the Posf- 

dveand Negative PouAms"- no says J. H. Wiggins, 
of Beaver Dam. WK, itiid so says everybody.

Buy ihe Positives fur Fevers. Coughs. Polos, 
Bronchitis. Asthma, Dyspepsia. Dvseidery. Diarrho-a. 
niver Complaint. Heart Disease. Kidney Complaints, 
Neuralgia. 1 lemlnehe. Hmmh* Diseases, Rheumatism. 
Nervousness, Sleeph'-sness and all active and acute 
diseases. ■

Bib the Negatives far Paralysis, Deafness, 
Amaurosis. Typhoid ami Typhus Fevers. Buy a box 
ot Positive atui Negat ive half and half) for ( bills 
and Fever.

Mailed, postpaid, io. Fl.Wa box. or six boxes for 
K>.W.

ANGEL WHISPERINGS

The Searchers |fter Truth.
BY HATTIE J. RAY’

This volume Is presented to the public hi hopes 
that many may draw inspiration from Its pages. The 
Kieuisure well called "Angel Whisperings

Price, ornamental cover, ?L50; gilt edges, 1200;
pestHp\17 cents. '

Fori sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 
PMiLOHoPHn a Jutknal office. -

Maria M. King’s
PAM PH HEIT'S

Comprising: Social fcvils; God the Father, and 
Man the Image of God; The Brotherhood of Man 
and What Follows from it; What Is Spiritualism? 
The Spiritual Philosophy vs. Diabolism; Medium- 
ship, ■ ' • ■ ■ ;

These pamphlets have been published and sold 
separately for several years and are now bound to 
gether in a convenient form. ,

Price. 11.25.

LLUM1NATED BUDDHISM
OH

• T11 Fl 'PHl' IT N IJ i VANA.

“The hook Won* us. aside from its inrrtfp meth- 
•w s. Hikes an entirely new view of the doctrines o« 
ibc trammHiiraiKn'T stub, uf re-incarnation ami oi 
Nirvana...-l ut we need Hut fellow the details, for 
it wmld give but an imperfect idea uf one of the 
ai-st readable flunks in Hs line we- have met in a 
. mg time, its literary uyk'h unexceptionable, and 

' he anther sh< ss in every chapter.evidences ‘ f pro
’on.,.; thm g i and ti mastery ufstatenie t “bit is a 
t pleasure to f..now."- E.rehmw.

ITs e. cloth, fLisi; paper, adeeui.
For sale, wholesale and retail'at Tut UKLiGio- 

Philosophical. juruNAh Office.

The Invisible Actuator of 
The World of Matter 

and Life.
—BY—

This volume gives the author's views of “the In
finite ether, that unseen monarch who holds all 
mat ter In the hollow uf an almighty hand," uf the 
nature uf mutter ami the powerful physical 
agencies associated with it, the operation of elec
tricity in the ether, as seen in the aurora, the 
Comets and the solar corona, the phenomena ot 
heat radiation upon the so’ar surface It is an 
exceedingly interesting account of the nature of 
ether and its relation to matter, told In a manner 
to Interest alike the scientific thinker and the un
scientific reader.

Boiln« in cloth, ptice, #l.t»j postage, eight cents.
For Mie, wholesale and retail, at The Religig- 

Philqsophical Journal Office.
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BOOK REVIEWS.
[AH books noticed under this head sire for sale at, 

or can be ordered through the office of Tub hk- 
LIGIO-PHlLOSOPUICAb.JOUKNAL.l

Antiquity I'nenUef Ancient Voices 
from tile Spiritual Realm, Uischmiug Um 
most Startling Revelations proving Uhris- 
lianity tobv of Heathen Origin. Phila
delphia: Oriental Publishing Umnpanv. 
1SU2. Pp. (iOS. Cloth.

There is no doubt that both Christianity 
and Judaism, in their essential elements, 
are outgrowths from pre-existing systems 
of religion. Religions do not come into 
existence de novo. They gradually grow 
ami are the products of earlier religions. 
There are m» important elements in any 
system of religion that exists to-day that 
cannot be traced back in a simpler form" 
to preceding systems. Christianity we 
know has been an evolution. ‘ Its propaga
tors accepted a large amount of past 
thought and it adapted itself to the times 
in which it appeared, especially in its 
historical development in Ute Roman em
pire. Antiquity Unveiled aims to prow 
this ami it brings forward a large mass of 
facts to establish the claim. The author 
has gone through a large amount of liter
ature ami has gleaned from it much truth 
but in support of the claims made are not 
a few statements which are unessential to 
the real purpose of the work and which 
are to say the least of a wry doubtful 
character. We cannot here go into a dis
cussion of any of these statements. The 
work claims to b- from ancient spirits 
given to a highly developed medium. Of 
the.se claims we have nothing to say. The 
attempt to prow that Jesus was a mythi
cal character is in our opinion a failure 
and the effort. to show that the teachings 
of Appobmius of Tyaua were the basis 
upon which Christianity was constructed 
is in condict with the best scholarship. 
Indeed there are many similar positions 
taken which we do not believe can be sus
tained. positions that are held so far as we 
know by no scholars of to-day.

Sfi'enfti IMuthinl Ibpoi't nf tfo JJ/f/^fo 
of Lohof Statintbw of jlf/ntf, l^,’’. 
Springfield, 111 IL W. Rokkvr, State 
Printer and Binder, 18U3. *

This volume, or a large part of it. is de
voted to working women in Chicago. The 
inquiries of the Bureau have been directed 
to the condition and earnings of the work
ing women and girls in this city. Obser
vations have been made of a personal 
character and in all the more ronsDiemms 
occupations of women. The plan pursued 
has been to establish the facts rdming t<> 
wages and conditions by th- testimony of 
both parties to employment, the employ
ers* books containing om* set of facts and 
the employes another. The Canvas has 
been extended to both. Prom th- pay 
rolls of the establishment has been trans
mitted the entire work and wage record of 
-ach person for one calendar year, for such 
part of the war as lite employment has 
lasted. The employes haw been visited 
at their homes and further facts ha w been 
gathered relating not only to th-ir incomes 
but to their expenses, places of abode, 
manner of living and to various details or 
personal description. The work is tin in
valuable one for reference at this time, 
especially when women’s position and em
ployments are matters of such interest in 
the social and industrial and economic 
world.

, TkeSut' HiWf tint? It* \< o' I’^x. By 
Joseph Henry Urook-r. Boston: Georg- 
IL Ellis, W»3. Pp. ?sn. Cloth, ^l.

A great many people to-day, both in and 
out of the churches, know that th- n-w 
criticism of this age has revealed a new 
Bible and what they really want to know 
and in the simplest possible manner is 
this: What changes in our attitude toward 
the Bible are involved and what new and 
wiser uses arc made possible and necessary 
by its discoveries. • Mr. Crooker's work at
tempts to answer this inquiry. Mr. 
Crookerhas made a little book for the in
telligent reader in which he gives the es- 
.sential conclusions of modern biblical 
scholars and in view of the facts furnished 
by the Bible, it helps his reader to deter
mine what placi* it is still capable of and 
should have tn his religious life. The 
author arranges 'for consideration those 
facts which must determine the rational 
use of the scriptures and in this respect 
Hie comparing of the discoveries by new 
scholarship on the world's uses of the 
Bible from now onward is what is most 
distinctive on this subject. On page 13 
•at the .conclusion of his introduction, Mr. 
Crouker has these words with which we 
dose this notice of his very valuable work:

The Bible is the literary productnf the n- 
ligioits spirit in nnr of its noblest manifes
tations. It is the rdlecfioii. rather than 
the source, of man's religious life; the 
history of one line of religions evolution.

.The new Bible is the old Bible id- 
lowed to tell its own story to shine in its 
own light, to occupy its real place in the 
religious history of humanity, Th- n-w 
Bible is the obi Bible viewed in the light 
of all recent discoveries, taken as a r-hg- 
mus classic rather than as a supernatural 
revelation, to be used, not as a rigid rule, 
but us a book of human experience u> im
part to us hope and holiness.

The t^vw Bible is the old Bibb- h-nor-d 
as juv of the torches of trulli, but not 
worshipped as the only luminary in ottr 
heavens. It is a pasture when- the soul ;•, 
to feed freely, not a prison in which to 
eonline thought. Its chapters an- not 
blinders to be worn to shut out visions of 
truthaud beauty now unfolding, hut b nsvs 
through which w- may gain ch-urer views 
of certain great laws'of th- spirit. Th- 
n-w Bibi- must be put to new us*-s. Its 
texts must be used, not as h hr hi ng posts 
to which thought is to be tied, but as hb-! 
for the altar tires of the heart.

bfformotion fo’ .Vo^m it, if/oto ofHt 
H<ixytff. ]lv Martin W. Curran. Gradu
ate of the Mills Training School. B-li-vu- 
Hospital. New York City, B um rated. 
Chicago; diaries H. Kerr .\ Coinpam, 
1W3. Pp. 33. Cloth.

This work is d-diraied to Barms o. 
Mills, founder of the Mills Training School 
for Nurses Bellevue Hospital and Ims R on 
written with a desire to eoiHribut- to ih- 
comfort of sudering invalids and to aid 
those on whom devolves th- gnmf obliga
tion of ministering to th-ir wants, Ai. th- 
sam- time, wh-n nursing has b- come an 
art and when doctors show r-adin-x to 
eoidide in the ability of those who huv- 
graduat-d from the training school. <-\ 
peeling them lobe capable of acting im-i- 
ligeinly without communicating instruc
tions ami explanulionsin regard to methods 
of procedure, th- writer thinks that a work 
published for th- b-nefit of his profession 
is gn-afiy m-eded amt will Ue of real b-m- 
lit. Probably this work gives mon- in
formation in regard to training nurses than 
any other work that has been published 
on the subject. It has the advantage of 
being prepared by one who knows the de
tails of the subject on which he writes, 
one who has had much experience with 
the wauls of nurses, who gives a digest 
and summary of subjects which’show en
tire familiarity with the articles dheuss-d.

MAGAZINES.
Th- Homib*t;e R-vi-w, Sepmmhtr. Inc, 

Bishop John IL Vincent opensihe Po-u-w 
Section with a paper on "Th- Pr-mhcr 
ami the Lecture Platform.'' m which h- 
shows how the minister may mid to h:s m- 
Ihi-mm by the intelligent discussion of 

.th-m-s that are mg adnpi-d to pq-ph 
treatment The Gospel of P-hq. “Th- 
New ‘Life of Christ’ Recently IMsrnx-od 
in Egypt” is 1 he subject upon which R.q , 
Camden M. GoR-rii. writes with his ar- 
eusiomed ability, hr, J. W. Ibm-mah 
closes his int-resting sociological studies 
of London in a paper upon “Th-Church 
Army and the Salvation Army." Among 
the Living Issu-s discussed is a c-mpr-- 
h-h'dve ami thoughtful treatment of ; ho 
theme “The Glory of America." by H, I., 
Wayland, I), h., Editor of Th** National 
Baptist, of Philadelphia. By Punk A 
Wagnahs Company, IS ami 2o Amoj 
Place, New York.---The September Ac 
hintic Monthly contains an article mi 
“Edwin Booth." by Mr. Henry A. Clapp, 
the eminent Boston critic. A s-cond ar
ticle of special vain-just now is one <i]i 
“Wildcat Banking in the Teens," iu which 
the historian J. Bach McMaster gives 
much information with regard to th- old 
state banks which some people fear are u> 
be restored. Charles Egbert Craddock 
continues with even nicreasid vigor the 
serial story “His Vanished Star." Funny 
I). Bergen contributes a very pleasant oui- 
door ptywr called “Nibblings ami Brow 
sings." President Walker, of the Mas
sachusetts Institute <>f Technology, writes 
a strong paper on “Tho Technical School 
and the University." taking decided excep
tion to some views advanced by Professor 
Shuler in the August number. Hough
ton, Milbin A Co,, Boston.—A iarge pari 
of the contents of The Popular Science 
Monthly for September is devoted to im
portant topics of the time. The number 
opens with a paper showing ‘ Why Silver 
Ceases to be Money," by Prof. F. W.Tuus- 
sig, of Harvard University, and pointing 
out the future prospects of the whit-

meiai. “Th- Pilgrim Path of < Toh ra" is 
traced by Hr. Ernest Hari, who points out 
how th- disease is carried to th- M-dit-r- 
ram*an by Um hondes of Asiatic, pilgrims 
who drink polluted waters al Hie sacred 
resorts. Prof. Frederick Starr r »n tributes 
th- Ursi of a number of illustrated articles 
by different writers on special branches of 
sei-uc-ai the World's Fair. His subject 
is "Anthropology, which s—ms to be very 
fully represented at th- wat exhibition. 
Umh-r th- title “Scientific Cooking." Miss 
M. A. Boland points out th- dangers of 
improperly prepared food. In "Reforma
tory Prisons ami l.ombroso's Theories," 
th* vkwsnl Ihe jmb-d Italian special-si are 
s»-i forth by Miss Hel-n Zimm-rm N-w 
York : 11. Appleton a-- Comnanx.

“Garland" Stov-sand Raug-s cook food, 
and warnurooms for many millions.

In an ag- of fr#ud ami adulteration, it 
is c-riaiuly gratifying to know Umt such 
an ext-iishely-us-d preparation as Ayer's 
Sarsaparilla may be implicitly relmd up
on. ii m*v-r \arms l Uh-r in quality, ap- 
pcnrnt’0. <>r -Ifeck but is always up to 
th- stamlnid.

lh using Hall’s Hair R-m w-r. gray, 
fad-d <>r discolored Lair assum-s the uaiu- 
ral color of wuih. and grows dixiir’ant 
and strong, ph-asing evrybudy.

NIGHT VIEW OF THE FAIR AND 
CITY.

Th- wonder; nJ F-rris wh-< ohms th- 
b-M of ad locations from which -m* max 
least his -yes on th- gorg-otis i.iiiminatiun 
ami Hr-w-rks at Um Fair, ami overlook 
Chicago, which night turns into an wihh 
chmd spang.'-d with count less stars. Th- 
feni of lighting tii- wh—l. by vleclrmity 
has h—n accomplish-d in Hie face of all 
manner of ditbruiti-s. Now fhesirnrinre 
is nightly abiazo ami all its thirfv-six 
cars ar- mad- light as day. Tins gr-atest 
«>f mod-rn mechanical triumphs has proven 
its absolute safety ov-r ami over again. 
Th- sensations experienced by its pass-n- 
gers are only but those of pb-asun- ami 
admiration. Tim memoryot' a trip around 
this wh—l is the most delightful and in- 
^'siriictibl- memento of Um gn at, exposi
tion one cun possess.

the

Proceedings of the Society for
Psychical Research

wlurh have huherto been ata lined only m nn-m- 
Ihis nnd nssocimes ran he procured at the office 
-1 rne Ki.i.h.m-i’uu o-ophk a .>nrKS.H.;i.o«l- 
Gws. a f. <v copies hartite been placed ft -nr hands 
on *.'<(■-.
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Unity Booklets.
BY H. EM1LIE FADY.

Finding the Christ in ourselves, 
oneness with God.
Neither flu i t'ondemu Thee. ,

Bv LEo VIJpm

The Philosophy-f Dental.
Whitt la Matter -
Directions for Beginners in Dtvlue ."deuce.

with six Days C »i«e of Treatment. 
Seek Wisdom 
points fur .Members of silent Unity.

BV A.P. BARTON
Faith's Fruition.
The Bible and Eternal Pnidshment.

BV lffil.CUAS.il. PARKHl'RSV.
Ohrlst the Emamipiuur,

by e.mma crims hopkin^.
The Key to Power.
Ministry of the Holy Mother;
Resurrection -f Christ.

Bv EMMA SOLoMoN.
Be still end Know that I am Gud.

B> PROF. HENRY DRI MMOXD.

Love the -supreme Gilt

c

Gc 
Ge.

l>e.
15c.
Hie.

Ke.
F<c.

Ge.

15m
1 a’ 
Rug

i.<v.

For sate, wholesale and retail, at The Rxi iiau- 
PiUMt-mrHH Ai .toruxAL office.

The Sixth Sense, 
-OK--  

RLHGTRIOITY.

A Story for the People.
Bv Mary E. Buell.

I2mo., Cloth, 521 pag-s. Price, $1.25.
Tlilswlmirable bank might have been called Dore

thy. but then the title would have given no clue to 
the contents. The author - hopes the story of ‘The 
Sixth’Sense* way mu only prove sweet and rich to all 
young people, but that tt may fill their receptive 
minds with a higher and fuller Henne of that ‘Elder 
Brother' and his ml^lon <>n earth eighteen hundred 
years ago." Some writers have described wonder
ful psychical experiences without daring toattempt 
a disniwlmi or explanation of their causes. Mrs. 
Buell esHays the task of explaining the laws and 
naming the forces by which denizens of the Spirit- 
World return and manifest. Whe^ier she Is wholly 
correct will remain a moot question with many: but 
it may be truthfully said that she is very much in 
earnest, and in the simplest language possible sets 
forth her views. White the story lias a high motive, 
ft is not prosy, on rhe contrary tt is a breezy, 
healthy, inspiring volume, adapted to both old and 
young.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio* 
Pm m»s< h>h u^ l Jurits;.i r. office.

LIGHT ON THE PATH.
With Notes and Comments. * -

A treatise for the personal use of those who are 
ignorant of the Eastern wisdom, and who desire to 
enter within its influence.

Written down by M. 0.
Price, cloth bound, to cents; paper cover. 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 

.PHU.OSiJPHWAL.lorRNAL Office.

THE INl'IxUENOR
OF

F0011 ON CHARACTER
OR

VEGETABLE US. ANIMAL DIET.
BY

REUBEN PERRY. z
The object of this essay is to point out the Inlln- 

ence that the different Gods of fu-d for along time 
exclusively eaten have had in the formation 
character.

Price. 10 cents.
For sa!o. wholesale and retail, at The REi.mm- 

PHn.osupnmAi.jmirnai. office.

BOOKS.

SPIRITUALISM,
1 Sychical Phenomena,

Free Thought and Science.

Tin- -rowdedrmidltbm «*f the .lorRNAL's advents ■ 
m.-c-hmms preclude.-* extended advertisements >«f 
■>' - ks bill investigat-rs awl buyers will he supplied 
with a

UATAuOGl": AND PRICE LIST 
up-n application.

F«>r sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religto- 
Philosophi* a i. Joiknal office

THE^Spyii
HI* ALEXANDER WILDER.

Pr mnhlct form, price 15 cents
F.-r anhh whnioHNta and retail, at The Ueuiwo* 

Pllli.usvlqnc * f ', is HX AL t Mlice.

MEDIUMSHIP

BV MUS. MAmA M. KING.

‘t his Pamphlet -<f 5) pages is a condensed state- 
tueni of. htnsof .MednmtMHp illustrated by 
Au* it* r’s«»wn experiences, it explains the Reiigkuts 
oxjwrii'uces <d the C’itrMhm in cuiisonntu-p with 
Spiritual laws and ihe Spnituai Philosophy. It Is 
vaiiuihk !•> :tll, and opeclaily to the Christian wh » 
would know the true philosophy ot a “change of 
•lenrt " b ought 1<> be largely circulated as a tract 
by -ptrltualists.

Price, ft! per hundred; f,...Vfvr 50; $1 fur ih, and lo 
. eitis per single copy,

Fur sate, wholesale and retail, at Ths'Religxo* 
F.HLOSnPIIICAL.lGKHXAL Office.

TO SPIRITUALISTS
LAY J OH N IIOOKIU*, 

Of the t imueclicut Bar.

This niltuirable Address has permanent value, mid 
Is well worth), ihe fitlvniiun of all stiber-minfled 
peopie. and especially ”f Spiritualists. Price, Id

For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 
I'HILUMQHlMCALJOVKtrAL Office.
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OUTSIDE, 

By Miriam Daniell

L
My laurels were hollies 

Thorued deep Im my br»w.
Ah! not by my foJHe< 

Remember me now, 
Nut by the brute in me. 

The bat and the owl. 
These were not root of me, 

Noteven the soul, 
Dying strains of past lives, 

Strong ghostsuf the past. 
Murks of grim prison gyves 

Which did Death outlast.
These were the bars I beat. 

Vainly contending,
Restless, with wing and feet 

For flight ascending.
And the love which you gave 

Enlightened no heart,
Tw&s not Jove which could save, 
Or make flowers upstart.

'Twas not tire to my fire, 
And both to the Bay 

Did not upwards aspire 
By the perfect way.

In my breast was desire. 
Your shadows were sweet. 

The bird lime, the wire
May trick a god’s feet

But not long may earth Iron 
Take hold of him there, 

He snaps his environ,
And darts through the air.

II.
I cared not to be

At the feasts in your hulk. 
Through windows to see

Your fat serfs in their stalls.
I cared not to drive

In your carriage and leave 
In mire, dead alive,

The scorned harlot to grieve, 
Tired, worn on the road

With the eyes of disdain 
Potential Christ God

Crucifying again.
HI.

And 1 cared not to hear 
Your music and song 

Drown the voices of fear, 
Of want and of wrong.

For under your singing
I heard the waves war, 

The wrathful sea ringing, 
The Human storm far;

Loud over the fiddles. 
Wailing persistent, 

Shrilled all the old riddles. 
Life is insistent,

IV.
At last when you rose 

And all thrust me outside, 
Your gates swung to close, 

Did you think that I cried?

Cloud on cloud the night fell, 
No star for a chart,

On the sea’s burdened swell, 
My heart to its heart,

I slept light, as you sleep 
When nursing is done, 

When its too late to weep 
For the life that is gone, 

Subtle freedom, at lust, 
In dreams sought how long, 

Took the pain of the past
To make my wings strong: 

Such trance me enraptured, 
In sorrowless night, 

Methought I was captured 
By vast spaceless light. 

You too were forgotten 
For midst a fierce fire

Of flames new begotten 
My soul’s hands prayed higher.

. J VI.
Upwards! and ever 

Still floating and flying. 
Far from the fever

Of living and dying,
Far, far from your wrath. 

Remote from your loving.
I poised on my path 

Evolving and moving.
VII.

“Whose body lies still 
“And forsaken on earth?

“Where, where is the will?
“And the fire from the hearth?

“Whose voice in the void 
“is overit singing?

"So dreadninulloyed 
“By minor its ringing.”

vni.
Furled red rose of fire 

To your innermost eart

Flames falling retire. 
Then ruddy upstart, 

Till from the occult flower
Petals of heat ami light 

Beat on the earth with p»nvr.
And dazzle the Mght,

IX.
“Dark shadeyuu are mine. 

Mine is the prostrate form.
And the voic" divine

Borne on b-et of the Murm."

Then softly dosm-ndiim
Within my course sheath. 

Once mere 1 was lending
It rhythmical breath, 

Was wandering whither’
That not concerns you, 

Or hither or thither. 
Touch tire, it burns you

Be sure of one thing
Yau of Villas and Hulls 

1. trailed nbt my wing
In confines of your walk.

You of the Palace tower
I sal not with you, 

Aye, but I hud the power 
To come it is true 

11'1 eared—but what adds!
Uo we give to swine 

Pearls that belong to gods, 
Things which are divine-

XL
I cared nut to clamber 

In through yu«r portal'.
Of marble and umber. 

Gold blind Immortals!

AH.
What! You would talk with me. 

Then under this sky.
There by the gray old sen

With a loving eye
From cold mists I rise

Ask your will and salute 
Bid you be true, be wise.

Who worship the brute. 
You, who dally and play, 

So careful lor food, 
Anxious to robe your clay, 

Who smooth^ yourselves goad. 
Have you veneered your shame

Y our wealth and your ease, 
Wiped the blood and the blame 
With thin charities?

Not from your tallest towers
You view the near shore, 

Go back, back to your bowers. 
Sad, angry, or sore.

Back to your hollow jest. , 
To your pale sweet wine.

And your seeking unrest, 
O circe made - wine!

NHL

Splendor of evening cloud, 
The threshold of night, 

Death’s phyhieterked shroud
Writ living in light, 

"How seek you—so find you, 
And whut you desire

Betrays you, so mind you
To fun well your fire." 

Night, with her countless stars 
And her whispered “hush," 

feises, behind the bars
Of a leafless bush, *

Moon mirror to catch the rays
From an unseen sun;

What does Night dream these ways 
Teach some sleepless one?

XV.
Dawn at last, face uplift 

To dawn and the wind 
Flying foam wet salt drift 

Hint ocean behind.
The waves singly recoil

Wild, white in the Buy 
savage tones of turmoil

Fail, fall in fine spray. 
Freedom, River and Rill, 

Eluded your sleep 
on the moorland and hill.

Slide into the deep.
X VI.

Spray drops! Whom do you seek- 
In the driving air

Over the weeded creek, 
With such mute despair?

Fall, the unified main 
Blots out your error, 

And healing your pain 
» Disperses your terror.

XVII.
Freedom from the round. 

The turning grinding mill, 
Taste, and sight, and sound, 

Phautaamic good and ill.

Freedom for each drop
From soul, and husk, and sheath. 

Waits its will to stop
A separate breath.

XV1IL
Voice of the dying swan

Freed, discordant in death. 
Thrilled, where the Mvr ran.

A bt*t seaward breath;
i. ton. careless of Art,

Sight the sea with a our?, 
liav.- I not telt its hearr-

Have I m>t 'ought how bum?

Bowel, 
LiverjComplaints, and 
Headache, use

AVER’S 
CATHARTIC PILLS
They are purely 
vegetable, sugar-coated, 
speedily dissolved, 
and easy to take.
Every dose

Effective

THE MONKEY.
As an example *if tin- reasoning! powers 

of monkeys, Mr. Darwin tells a story of 
one that was scratched by a pet, kitten. 
Al lirst, Jocko was immensely amazed. 
Kecovorhn' from his surprise, however, he 
set to work to discover the location of the 
daws. After a severe tussle he got the 
four feet of the kitten in his clutches, 
saw the nails thrust from their guards, 
and. with the broadest grin of satisfaction, 
forthwith proceeded determinedly to bite 
off the points of each.

Take Hood's and only Hood's, because 
Hood's Sarsaparilla Cures. 11. possesses 
merit peculiar to itself. Try’ it yourself.

Hood's Pills are purely vegetable, per
fectly harmless, effective, but do not cause 
pain or gripe. Be sure to gel Hoods.

THE PERFECT WAY 

The Finding of Christ
The American reprint of the new, re

vised and enlarged edition.
A WORLD'S FAIR GUIDE THAT 

“GUIDES.”
We have just received "The Best Things' 

to See and How to Kind Them,” by far 
Hie eh-ven-st little guide to the great Ex
position that has been published. It is 
concise, practical, and a great economizer 
of lime—looking at the Fair with a due 
sense of proportion and giving readers an 
idea of what they should see and what 
they can best afford to overlook. It is A 
guide book that “guides,” taking the 
visitor in charge and conducting him 
about the grounds and through the build
ings, indicating the character of each dis- 
play and mentioning specifically every 
feature and article that should be seen and 
where it is to be found. It is a book that 
it would be well for the visitor to read be
fore going to the Fair, and is a necessity 
for all who wish to see the Exposition 
systematically. It should be iu the pocket 
of every visitor—where it will easily go., 
The publishers (The White City Publish
ing Company, 571 The Rookery), to make 
it doubly consilient, have kept the left 
hand pages throughout the book blank 
for memoranda, and haw given a list, of 
routes for one, three, six, and twelve day 
visits. The price is but 25 cents.

, "The Perfect Way" will Ite found to be an occult 
library in Itself, and those desirous of coming into 
the esoteric knowledge and significance of life will 
be repaid by its study-

Price. 1*0 cents, postage, 13 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The RELIGIO- 

pnnosooiK -\L Journal office.

THREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
Via tln^Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 

Paul Railway to all of the best farming 
sections of the West and Northwest, will 
be run on Aug. 22, Sept. 12. and Oct..- Io. 
1893. Return tickets good for twenty 
days. Low rates. Apply for further in
formation to nearest ticket agent, or ad
dress Heo. II. Hertford, General Passenger 
Agent, Chicago, HL

THE JOURNAL BINDER.
Every reader who desires to preserve his 

paper and lo know where to find it when 
wanted should procure a binder. The 
“Emerson” is the. best one I know of; and 
a size suitable for The .Journal in full 
cloth with the side stamped with the name’ 
of the paper in full gilt, will be furnished1 
subscribers for twenty-five cents, which is 
fifty cents less than retail price. They 
will be supplied to none but subscribers at 
the reduced price. At the end of the year 
the numbers can be removed, if desired, 
and the binder is ready for the next year, 
and as good as new; or the volumes can be 
left in the covers and put upon the library 
shelf, and another binder procured. Every 
number has ariicles of permanent value— 
Mgood years hence as during the week of 
issue.

12mo. 2W pages, with portrait, art initial letters, 
profusely illustrated,with marginal note#,online 
satin paper, broad margins, paper covers, 50 ct«.; 
cloth, 11.00.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Relt ,e« 
Philosophical Journal Office.

Why She Became a Spiritualist
BY ABBY A. JUBSON.

NERVOUS DISEASES
AND

MAGNETIC THERAPEUTICS
By James Edwin Briggs, m. D.

Cloth. Price, 50 cents; postnge, 3 cent#.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Beligio- 

Philosophical journal Office.

“AsltlsToBe.”
BY CORA LINN DANIELS.
RICHARD HODGSON, SECRETARY AMERICAN 

Branch of the Society-for psychical Re
search,-writes; 1 have re-read with much pleasure, 
in print, the pages which I read so long ago tn manu
script. It seems to me that you might have still 
more emphasised the fact that the book is not the 
product of your normal consciousness. This makes 
it all the more remarkable, whatever be the origin 
of "The Voices" whose utterances form the book— 
whether disembodied human spirits, or the varying 
manifestations of your own subliminal conscious
ness, or some yet more foreign intelligence. And 
while 1 cannot say that 1 agree with every opinion 
expressed in it. I think that few persons can read it 
within,tfeeling better and stronger, and 1 certainly 
believe that most of our members would be very 
glad to have it brought to their attention, it is a 
charming and valuable production.

F.L. BURR, for a quarter of a century editor uf 
the Hartford Daily Times, writes: Your experiences 
on the borderland of two worlds are curious and 
fascinating. The life we are leading here Iwiot the 
beginning nor the ending. It is, as you assert, cer
tainly not the ending. I can never for one moment 
altertheGibralterof my faith, that our loved one# 
do acme back to us; sometimes, a# In your case, 
they materially aid us, as also in variou# uuwa:'. 
way#.

The author, the daughter of the celebrated mis*, 
sionary, Adoniram Judson, gives an intereating ac
count of the psychical experience# which called 
her attention to Spiritualism and the causes that 
ted her into the lecture Held. The book has a fine 
portrait of the author and consists of selected 
poems, communication# from various persons, and 
twelve lectures on a variety of topics, such as: 
"What is Spiritualism?” “Do Spiritualist# Believe 
in God?" “Personal Evidences of Spiritualism;’’ 
"Unreasonable Dogmas;’’ “What Jesus Really 
Taught;" "Spiritualism of Jesus;” “Spiritualism 
the Foundation of all Religions;" “How to Inves
tigate Spiritualism;” “What la Death?” “Astro
nomical Location of the Spirit-world” and “The 
Future Religion of the World.” Thi# volume is 
especially fitted for missionary work to all inter
ested in Spiritualism.

The book 1# tastefully bound in cloth. Pp. 263 
Price, 11.00, postage, 10 cent#.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at TRE Beligio- 
Philosophical journal Office.
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THE ILLEGIBLE SIGNATURE.
1 >. Translated from The Sphinx. •

• By Julia Dawley.
On a recent visit to my friend Brignac, 

as we passed a little room leading olf the 
conservatory, I saw his little son sitting 
before a table, gazing sadly out at the 
arrow-like Hight of the swallows, his pen 
having fallen to the door. It was a glori
ous day, but coming from the. sunshine of 
the veranda, the little room seemed dark 
as a cell in the palace of the Doges, and as 
I met the melancholly gaze of the impris
oned boy, I could not help saying to my 
friend, '‘How can you have the heart to 
shut the poor child up in this lovely 
weather':’’

•‘My dear sir, just as soon as h»* can 
write. I will lot him out, for In1 is not yet 
five years old ami is very sensible, but first 
he must know to wrib—well and intelligi
bly.”

“You mean because your own hen’s- 
tracks are hardly decipherable'.'"

“Yes. that would be one reason: we 
must try to keep our children free from 
the failings which have hindered us on our 
pathway, but then —/’

“My good Bngnac, I don't know if it 
comes from your living so much in the 
country, but you seem to me really a 
model of a man." He interrupted me 
gaily,

“Well, anyway such a man knows how 
to steer his life-ship well—but shall I tell 
you the reason why I am so resolved that 
my boy shall learn to write well’.'"

“It is a story of the time when one 
would not have called me a model man, 
long ago in 18G3. Baden was Baden- 
Baden in those days and Moule Carlo still 
a little fisher-nest. Everybody who was 
chic, or thought, himself so turned thither 

—'“ "in the first July days. I had remained in 
Paris because—but that is another story— 
in short, iu my small bachelor apartment 
in the rue Tailbout, I was fearfully bored, 
when one morning a letter was brought 
me containing an appeal for money, short.
'clear and to the point."' “I have not 

another penny: send me nt once 300 francs 
to pay my hotel bill, return to France, 
and settle down, or still better send me 
fifty louis to set me afloat again."

These lines, horribly blotted—were 
dated from Baden. The signature it was 
impossible to decipher. Letter by letter, 
I tried to prove it and racked my memory 
to find who could have sent this surpris
ing scrawl, But it was not able to find any 
clue to put me on the track.

In Baden? I Had three hundred friends 
in Baden of whom at'least two hundred 
and ninety-ni Ai might have let their last 
louis go—but this cursed name—one. must 
be able to discover it!

»F<jr two days. I did nothing but pore 
over it, seeking, over ami over, and tn every 
one who came in my way. I gave this 
diabolical signature to decipher, in vain 
alas! for each one was of a different mind

' . from the rest.
You cannot think in what agitation i 

was thrown. I imagined it cowardly to 
hold back money from a comrade, but 
what provoked me most was to think that 
this horrible handwriting might have come 
from anybody whom I really was fond of.

I telegraphed to ten or twelve intimate 
friends, but none of them was the author 
of the note. Then I employed experts. 
One said the name was Casernier, there 

* could be no doubt, of it. and he would not 
hesitate to swear to it in court; another 
declared it was nothing else than Sictinais, 
and he tpo was willing to take oath to that 
effect; a third finally assured me that it 
was really no signature, but only one 
word, and that—friendship.

Sicdnais and Casernier were unknown 
to me. I turned over the leaves of the

lists of membership of the circle, searched 
my address book, name after name, noth
ing could I discover. By this time I was 
in a fever, and at last lost sight of the 
main point of desire to help u friend, and 
was only interested in solving thenddh’ of 
this so carefully concealed name.

On the third day a thought came to me 
like an inspiration. I wrote to Baden ask- 
ing tor a list of all the Frenchmen who 
were at the hotel named by the unlucky 
gambling smearer. Then I should have 
to write to all of them whom I knew, but 
this made me more comfortable, for I had 
driven the whole affair with such inde
scribable zeal, as if something mysterious 
and of greatest moment to myself were at 
stake, that I was worn out. On the even
ing (,»f this third day I went early to bed 
and fell asleep at once, leaving the night 
lamp burning as I have always dime, for 
I have a horror of being even a moment in 
the dark.

In the night. I was awakened suddenly 
by a light cracking noise, which broke the 
deep silence.

It has never been clear to me what pre
ceded thia noise; without doubt the lamp 
was extinguished, for I was in thick dark
ness. At first.a wildly anxious (Mini* 
contracted my throat, which I always feel 
in darkness, and before I had time to col
lect myself fully I heard distinctly a voice 
that whispered “Jaques Lerminier."

The cold sweat broke out of every pore 
in my own body without my being able to 
tell why, but in a second I was fully col
lected, had lit the lamp and read theleipT 
from Baden once more. Why had J not 
read the name at once? h was clear as 
noonday now.

Lerminier, a most lovable young fellow, 
fit for service and a bit of a madcap, whom 
I loved dearly in early youth, lost sight of 
for a while and met again with a quick 
handshake and hasty greeting afterward 
as our paths crossed sometimes—the poor 
Jaques! So we used to call him at school. 
Yes indeed he shall have his thousand 
francs.

I looked at my watch. It was after 
midnight,, and nothing could be done just 
now, but the first thing in the morning— 
and so I wrote him an explanatory letter 
excusing myself, enclosed the money, 
scaled the letter and all the time I seemed 
to hear the whispering voice, plainly that 
of Jaques when he was much moved. 
“How wonderful that is."! said to my 
self, “this working of the memory in one's 
brain, and how came 1 to remember the 
name and at same moment the voice of 
poor Jaques, ami I half asleep at that." 
I lay down again in peace and satisfaction 
and thought no more of the whispering 
voice in the silvnJL chamber.

No, really I thought no more of it until 
the moment when on the second morning 
after, a dispatch from Baden came to me, 
saying that my money-letter would be re
turned to me.

Poor Jaques had Uken his own life at 
midnight of the day before yesterday at 
the very moment in which my night-lamp 
was extinguished by the crack like that of 
a pistol fired at it-

Brignac grew hoarse a little; cleared his 
throat to add: i

“I hold strongly to this; my son shall 
be able to writes^ good: hand"—ami he 
smiled sadly,

If You Want Work
that la pleasant anti profitable. send us your address 
immediately. We teach men and women how to 
earn from IS per day to 13000 per year without hav 
inn had previous experience,and.furnish the am 
pioyment at which they can make that amoun 
Capital unnecessary. A trial will cost yon nothing 
Write to-rfay and address.

Box MUI.
cb.,
Augusta, Me.
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AND BACK Si
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LOST TIME
is money lost. Time saved is money 
saved. Time and money Can be saved by 
using the Gail Borden Eagle Brand Con
densed Milk in your recipes for Custards, 
Puddings and Sauces. Try it and be con
vinced. Grocers and Druggists.

Mm. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Children 
Teething softens the gums, reduces tndammatten, 
allays pain and cure# wind colic. 26 cents a bottle.

By the Santa Fe Route. The 
most attractive Amereian tour. 
A new descriptive book, with, 
the above title, containing: over 
150 pages and as many pen and 
ink illustrations sent free on 
receipt of 4 cents in postage, by

JNO. J. BYRNE,
716 Manadnock Bldg CHICAGO.
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“I CM LOOK
IMM 

IN TRE EYE
: SSSiSSS;
wll, ttt well, feet well; #50.00 would not 
tempt me to take « chew to-day.” W* hare 
more testimonial# ifthlt kind than w* can 
«w WJIWM 

guarantee, it to cur# or refund money. Try 
ne box of

HOTOMC

thi nerve center 
CRAVING effect*, 
continuance without Inconvenienc 
BAG stimulate*, build* up and Im, 
entire nervous system. Many repot
tan pound* in a* many day*, ft I* th* on 
guaranteed cur*. -

gixwillcnrean ordinary case, *1.00. 
boxes guaranteed to curoany ease, 
Atdrug stores or by moil for price, 

’or ourlittle book telling all about 
It,” ” How It,” " Why It." No-To-

EaccurestheTobaccoHabiL Itlscalled 
Don’t Tobacco .Sptt, Four Life Away, 

‘Address .-V'
THE STERLING REMEDY CO.

Indiana Mineral Spring*, Warren Ce„ Ind.

WATERPOWER IN OREGON

Water Power 
In Oregon

Wo offer for Nile. Scott's Mills, consisting <’f one good flouring mill of daily capacity of 60 barrel#, roller 
process, all new. with the best trade »f any mtn in Oregon of equal capacity, one steam sawmll^and 
planer 45 bom* power, one water power saw mill tt horse power, price for the three mills all complete and 
In good running order, *15.000. Cash ^#), balance In seven equal annual payments: interest R per cent 
per annum. This Is tho best water powerJiiC<>regun,andean be enlarged Indefinitely, and has a first-class 
farming country surrounding it, and an unlimited supply of tiio very best of timber back of ii on the 
creek, which will come easily and naturally to the mills, in this age of electrical machinery this water 
power blds fair to be of great value. i

ADDRESS THE

Oregon Land Company
ETHICAL RELIGION.

BY WILLIAM M. SALTER, 
RESIDENT LKCTHMR OF THIS CHICAGO SOCIETY FO ' 

ETHICAL CULTVHK.

CONTENTS.
Ethical Religion; The Ideal Element in Morality, 

What I s a Moral Action? la there a Higher Law? la 
there anything Absolute about Morality? Darwin
ism ?a Ethics; The Social Ideal; The Rights of 
Labor; Personal Morality; On some Features of the 
Ethics of Jesus; Does the Ethics of Jesus satisfy the 
Need# of our Time? Good Friday from a Modern 
Standpoint; The Success and Failure of Protestant
ism; Why Unitarianlsm Fails to Satisfy; The Basis 
of the Ethical Movement; The Supremacy of Ethics; 
The True Basis of Religious Union.

OPINIONS.
W. I). Howklls, In Harper's Monthly: “Where it 

deals with civic, social, personal duty, Mr. Salter ? 
book is consoling and Inspiring."

NatUm: "Mr. Salter appears as a OMnctlr tm-

tarlans. agree with him. Yet he is so plainly desirous 
of ending the truth, and so free from any intentional 
irreverence that conservative Evangelical believer# 
hardly will object to hl# spirit."

ThkRkligio-Phh.osophical journal: “afew 
of the lectures give to the theoretical side of Im
portant problems careful consideration and deep 
thought, while they all present the author's views, 
though sometimes fragmentarily. in a scholarly and 
attractive manner. Mr. Salter's philosophic and re
ligions position is evidently agnostic, with a strong 
leaning toward theism and immortality of the soul, 
at least for a morally Select portion o* humanity. In 
his conception of Spiritualism is prominent trose 
aspects of ft which offend his refined taste, and ,t is 
not strange t‘ crefore that he falls to appreciate this 
system of thought as understood and expounded b^ 
its representative thinkers. When Mr Salter comes 
to understand Spiritualism through study and In- 
vostlgation instead of, as now, chiefly through the 
Interpretation of its opposing critics, he will find to 
his astonishment, may be, that its ethics and hi# are 
nearly identical."

Cloth, 832 page#. Price, 11.50.

STARTLING FACTS/
IN

MODERN SPIRITUALISM,
BEING A GRAPHIC ACCOUNT OF

Witches. Wizards, and Witchcraft; Table Tipping; 
Spirit Rapping, Spirit Speaking. Spirit Telegraph

ing; and MATERIALIZATIONS of Spirit
Hands, Spirit Heads, Spirit Faces, Spirit 

Forms. Spirit Flowers, and every other
Spirit Phenomenon that has Occurred in Europe an# 

America since the Advent of Modern Spiritual- 
ism, Ma^chSl, 1848, to the Present Time.

BY

N. B. WOLFE, M. D.
The book makes a large 12 mo. of over 600 pages; 

it is printed on tl'« calendered paper and bound in 
axtra heavy English cloth, with back and front beau
tifully illuminated Ingold.

After comprehensively epitomising the '‘Startling 
Facts" contained in his book, comprising original in
vestigations made under most favorable auspices 
Dr. Wolfe says:

“With these avowals of its teaching# the book 
stands before the world, asking no favor bXi a read
ingno consideration .but the fair judgment of en
lightened men and women. As Death is a heritage 
•ommon alike to King, Pope, Pries#, and People, al! 
should be interested in knowing what it portends—-of 
rhat 'becomes of us after we die. Those who have 
asted death, our spirit friend#, answer this great 
iroblem in this book ot 600 pages."

Price. #2.25. , 4
For sale, wholesale and retail, at TH# Brtoto- 

Philosophical Jous* w Offloe.
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THE.

Watseka Wonder!
A NARRATIVE OF STARTLING PHENOMENA 

OCCURRING IN THE UA#*K OF

MARY LURANCY VENNUM.
BY DU. H, K. STHVF^S.

Phis well attested account of spirit prese^'e 
created a wttm spread sensation when first published 
ifi the Rellgio.Philosophical Journal, over fifty 
thousand copies were euciilnted. Including the Jour 
nal's publication and the pamphlet editions, but the demand still continues.

To those familiar with the marvellous story, Jt is

NO WONDER
the interest continues, for in it on indubitable t.oif 
loony may beXearned how a young girl was

SAVED FROM THE .MAD HOUSE.
by tlif direct assistance of Spirit*, through the intelli
gent. interference of Spiritualists, amt after months 
i*f. almost continuous spirit »untroi ..nd mcuicnl 
treatment by Dr, Stevens, was restored t<* ueiiwt 
wealth, to the profound astonishment of all. no far 
transcending in some respect, all other Worden 
eases of a similar character, this by common acclaim 
came to be known as

THE WATSEKA WONDER,
Were it m>t that the hM >ru <J (hr case is authenti- 

rated beyond all card nr pivslbthty of doubt, it would 
he considered by those unfamiliar with the facts of 
Spiritualism ns a skillfully prepared work of fiction. 
As

A MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.
for general distribution, it’s unequalled; and for 
this purpose should be distributed tndLstrhmslv. 
generously, persistently fur and near.

The present issue is a sHpcrmr edition 'from new sir- 
n>Jppc pLRrs. pihitedouuilneqimlitv of toned pa
per, and protected by “Ldd " paper covers of the 
newest patterns.

The publisher has taken advantage of themne-sit v 
for new plates, and with the courteous permission <d 
Harper Brothers, Incorporated with the ca-e of 
Lurancy Vennum one from Harper s Magazine for 
May, I860, entitled »

Psychical and lltvsio^veWogical Studies.

MARY REYNOLDS,
A CASE OF

Double Consciousness,
This ease is frequently referred to by medical au

thorities, and Mr. Epes Sargent makes reference to 
H in that Invaluable, standard work. The Scirntijtc 
Busis nf spiritmiU•Uh. his latest and best effort. The 
case of Mary Reynolds does pot equal thr of Lu- 
raney Vennum. but i* nevertheless a vali ble au 
dltion. The two narrations make a

SIXTY-PAGE PAMPHLET.
Price. .15 cents per copy.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Hiligio 

PHILOSUPHICAL JOURNAL office

Signs of the Times
From the Standpoint of a Scientist.

AN AnhRSliS DELIVERED at THE FIRST METHO 
IHST CHURCH UNDER THE Al SPH'EHOF TH®

WESTERN SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL 
RESEARCH.

Prof. Elliott Coues, M. I)..
Member of the National Academy of Sciences . 
the London Hoctety for Psychical Research, etc., etc.

of

CONTENTS. (
The Woman Question. The NarnsAjr Cycle of six 

Hundred Ye&rs. The International Congress of 
Women. The Opinions of a Scientist. “Substan
tially True as Alleged” Phenomenal Spiritualism. 
Experiments with a Table- Test Conditions. The 
One thing indispensable The Spiritualistic or the 
Theosophic Explanation? Animal Magnetism and 
Its dangers. The Great Power of the Magnetizes. 
Magnetism the Pass Key to Psychic Science. The 
Biogen Theory. The Astral Body. The Better Way. 
Natural Magic. The Outlook. And an Invaluable 
stimulant and guide to the Novick inthk^tudy of 
TH® Occult as well as a most

EXCELLENT MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.
Pamphlet. Price 15 cents. One Hundred Copies. 

110, Fifty copies, fti: Twenty Hvecoplesfa.25. Special 
discount on orders for five Hundred Copies.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 
Puimmophical Journal Office.

An Admirable Story,
BARS AND THRESHOLDS.

Br. MRS. EMMA MINER.
This story Is full of Interest and spiritual philoso

phy. Its author is a fine inspirational writer and 
medium. When published as a newspaper serial it 
created much interet;'and the demand has been such 
as to warrant putting it in book form. Every Spirit
ualist and every liberal thinker will enjoy the story.

Paper covers. 210 pp. Price 50 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Ths Relioio- 

PHllo8Oi*Hiral Journal Office.

HS&ven Revised
A Narrative of Persona] Experiences After

the Change Called Death.

By Mrs. E-.B. iJufkky.

An exchange in reviewing this work truly says; 
“This is a narrative of personal experiences after 
death, of a spirit that returns and gives it graphic
ally. through the medium. It 1* just the thing for a 
neophyte to read, whodesires to kn jw something of 
the beyond, belt gone of the most common sense 
productions we have seen In Spiritual literature tor 
many * day.”

Another says' “This Is an exposition of Spiritual 
philosophy, from the pen ot one who is thoroughly 
imbued with the new light of Spiritual science.and 
there is nothing in the workythat can offend the most 
fastidious critic of the 'orthodox school........... Alto
gether it is well worth careful reading by all esndfC 
'minds..

Pamphlet, 101 pp. Price 25 cents
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 

Puilosuphical Jut BAAL, Office.

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST ?

—OK—

Curious Revelations From the 
Life of a Trance Medium.

By Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard

Illustrated with portrait?., ami n frontispiece a. 
Lincoln from Carpenter s celebrated painting.

In this narrative Mrs. Maynard tells of her early 
life, and the discovery of her mediumship, ntirt 
brings her career down to the time of going to Wash ■ 
ington. Beginning with chapter VIL.Mrs. Maynard 
recounts her first meeting and seance with Presi
dent Lincoln and follows It up with accounts of 
further seances at which Lincoln *aa present, in
cluding some at the White House.

“I believe that Mr, Lincoln was satisfied amt con
vinced that the communications he received through 
me were wholly independent of my volition." writes 
Mrs.Maynard (piwe'.ib.

Lincoln is quoted as saying: -‘I am not prepared to 
describe the intelligence that controls this young 
girl’s organism. She certainly could have no know! 
edge of the facta communicated to me.”

Mrs. Maynard tells* plain, straightforward story 
and fortifies It with witnesses. That she did hold 
seances for Mr. Llnco’n, and that he was strongly 
Impressed by what he saw and heard no Intelligent 
person can doubt, after reading this book. The 
publisher declares that he has not spared care, re
search or expense in verifying Mrs. Maynard’s 
story before publishing the book; and he publicly 
declares that he •'stakes his reputation on the valid
ity of Its contents."

Cloth-bound. 2tB pages. I’rlce. fl .50.
For sale wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 

pHHbWU'BU'Ab JOURNAL OIUcS.

THE BIOGEN SERIES
O»nt» of concise Kasaya on Living Questions of 
the day or of historical research in Religion. Science 
and Philosophy, prepared bv wrltersof the most em
inent ability. Vnderthe editorial direction of Dr. 
Elliott Coues.

NO< 1. “BIOGEN:” A Speculation on the 
Origin and Nature of Life. By Dr. Oues. Now In 
its Sixth Edition.

NO. 8. “THE DAEMON OF DA KWIN.” Ry 
the author of “Biogen." Now Thi Edition,

NO. 3. “A BUDDHIST CATEUHI <M. By 
H. S. Olcott. With Notes by Ktliott Cmtes. Third 
American Edition.

NO. 4. “CAN MATTER THINK?” Brun 
Occultist With introduction and Appendix by Elliott 
Coues. 'A New Edition.

NO. IL **KUTHUMI;”TheTrueandComplete 
economy of Human Life. A new Edition. Re
written and Prefaced bv Elliott Cones.

NO. G. “A WOMAN IN THK CASE.” By 
Professor Cones. Washington. ISW. Second Edi
tion. Now first added to the Biogen Series, with a 
new introduction by Elisabeth Cavaua.

Price. 50 cents each
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Thk Rkligio- 

PHILOt«M»niCAL IDULN t Office.

PATHWAY OF THE SPIRtY
A guide to Inspiration, Illumination and Divine 

Realisation on Earth.
BY JOHN HAMLIN DEWEY, M. i»

This work is Number 2 of the Christian Theosophy 
Bries and is having a large and rapid sale. 

Price, cloth bound, I! .25; paper, 75 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Th® RnaaiQ.

PhilosophicalJournai. Office

Poems of the Life Beyond and Within.
Voices from many lands and centuries saying, “Man 

thou ahalt never die,"
EDITED AND COMPILED BY G. B. KTWBBINH.
“It begins with old Hindoo poems and will be of 

Jnterest.notonlytobpirltmillBls.butto all who love 
the quickening of the best poetry "--Bykacuhr 
STANDARD.
.J11^ type and tlr»tea paper make fit setting for 
its rich contents. -Rochkhtkr Un ion,

“The world will thank Mr. Htebblns for his work 
long after he isgone." -J am rm g. Clark. Bi no ik a n d

PriceJIM mailed free of postage.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tn® Riugio- 

Philosophical Journ al Office.

Society for
American Branch

The Hociety for Psychical research Is engaged in 
the investigation of the phenomena of Thought- 
transference.aairtoyanee. Apparitionsand Haunted 
Houses. Spiritualistic Phenomena, etc., and evidence 
in connection with these different groups of phenom
ena Is published from time to time in the N. 1*. [i. 
Journal ami Rroctrdinw. to which associate mem
bers (dues f5.(i0 per annum) are entitled.

Persons who have had psychical experiences of any 
kind are earnestly requested to communicate them 
directly to the Secretary of the American Branch, 
urto the editor of Tn® RKLiGio-Putt.uHoPHiCAL, 
Journal, with as much corroborative testimony 
as possible; and a special appeal is made to those 
who have bad experiences justifying the spiritual
istic belief.

Information concerning the Society can be obtained 
from \

KJUHAHD HODGSON, LL.D.
Secretary for America. 

Aleyhion Place, Boston, Mas®.

A Coarse of Lessons for Less Than -lets Per
b-ssoa

50c. A New and Important Work. 50c.
By th- Ai>th>r vf "The Liykt^f Euyyt."
A work that no Mental Healer. Christian Scientist 

or Magnetic Physician, can afford to be without, if 
they would become th.e real masters of their pro
fession in the study of man will the healing ar. 
divine.

The Language of the Stars.
A PRIMARY' -OURSK OF LESSONS IN TELES 

T1AL DYNAMICS.
This Important primary work is the first practical 

exposition of the Astro-Magnetic forces of nature 
in their relation to mnn that has yet been Issued by 
the American press.

It contains ll special lessons embracing each 
department of hutunn life tn such plain simple 
language, that a child can understand the elemen
tary principles laid down. And in addition to these 
lessons there is an Appendix, containing a full ex 
planation of aH technical and scientific terms in 
general use upon the subject, thus forming a brief, 
yet practical Astro Dictionary.

The work is illustrated with special plates.

Price, Only 60 cts., Post 
Free.

AHdteaa: Astro Philosophical Pub. Co., P 
o. Box 2.K3, Denver, UoL

or THK 

COMPLETE WORKS 
OK 

ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS.
t‘..mpri-Ii-g Thirty Uniform Volumes, all Neatly 

Biumd In doth.

ihwtajie 7 per mH. extra-it sent hy Express 
the churges 1‘ajaW on lidhiTv.

N;it hip's Divine Revelation.^,
The Physician.
The Tem her.

The Reformer 
Tin* Thinker.

Vol L (imtl BMiinmiu 
“ II.

* • HI. ” 7 '

El Mi 
1 .’10 
1 50 
J M) 
I MI 
I Ml
I 75 
1 Ml

Magic Stuff An Auh'hli'gmplij H A..I. Davis.. 
Moiling Lecture.-. Being ‘q Di-<*.ur.-‘a............  
A Sellar Key t<> the bummer lust.l........................ 
Aratmla. or Divibe Guest.......................................  
Appr<>in-lni)g Crisis. nr Truth v-. The nogy........  
Answers to Kxer-rei-urrhig Question^.-..............
Children's Progressive Lyceum Manual.. 
Death and the Atter-LUe........................... ...........
IliMory and Philosophy <d Evil...............      ...
Harbinger of Health.'................................. . ..........
Hermonta! Man. or Thoughts tor the Age........  
Events in the life of a Swr. iMemoranda.*.... 
Philosophy of Special Providences............. ........  
Free Thoughts Concerning Religion................ .  
Penetralia, Containing Ilnmnmial Answers.... 
Philosophy of Spiritual hnenmirM*.......... .......... 
The Inner Life, or Spirit Mysteries Explained., 
"he Temple or Diseases .of the Brain and

Nerves.................................. <■■•■••.................
The Fountain, with Jets of New Meanings ..... 
Tale of h Physician, or Seeds and fruits of 
. Crime............ ..................................................  
Diakka, and their earthly Victims....................... 
Genesis and Ethlcsof Conjugal Love.................  
.Views of Our Heavenly Home.......... ....................
Beyond the Valley....... .....................................   *

i Mi 
I (Nt

.’>0
,'>0

t
t W 

50 
75

1 75 
1 25
1 50
1 50
1 00
1 00 
'50

75
75

1 51‘

$27 00
PTThe Complete Works of A. J. Davis, If ordered 

to one aduress, atone time, will be sold, at a liberal 
discount.

LOGIC TAUGHT GY LOVE.
MARY BOOLE.

Part of the object of this work I* to call attention
the fact that oub life is being disorganise 

monotony of our methods of teaching.
Price, 11.00.

ths

For sale, wholesale and retail, at TH® ElLWIO 
Philosophical JoVKNAtomee.

/MPOlttEB KDlTlUif.

Lights ahi Shadows
* OF

SPIRITUALISM
M;d...d.;hohr

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Part First.
.4 .V TEN! SPIRITS A LEW.

CHAPTER I. THE FAITHS OF ANCIENT PEOPLES 
spirit ualism as old ns our planet. Lights ami shad 
nwsof Pagan times.

CHAPTER ll. ASSYRIA. CHALDEA, EGYPT ANb 
Persia: “Uhaldea's seers are good.'* The Proph- 
eey of Alexander's death. SpfrltuaHm In the 
shaiiow of the pynim.iK, setho and Psammetteus 
Prophecies regarding Cyrus. The “Golden Star' ot Persia. *'

‘ H‘* 1N,H^ AND CHINA. Apollonius ami
the Brahmins. The creed of “ Nirvana.” Laotse

,/*?VK V/.V?1 “'’’'"’' Present corruption of the Chinese 
(HAHhE /. GREECE AND Home. The famous

Spiritualists of Hellas. Uommunfeatloii between 
world and world three thousand years ago. The 
Delphian Oracle. Pausanias and the Byzantine 
< aptive. “ Great Pan is dead." Socrates and hit 
attendant spirit. Ve-pashtn at Alexandria. A 
haunted house at Athens. Valens ana the Greek 
Theurglsts. The days of the Cwaru.

Fart Second.
SPIRITVALISM IN T1U1 JEWISH AND '

' CHRISTIAN ERAS?
'HAPrERL THK SPIRlTUtLlsH OF TRE BIBLE.
Science versus Religion. Similarity of modern and 
ancient phenomena. The siege of Jerusalem. “The 
Light of the World." Unseen armies who aided In 
Hu* triumph of the Cross.

’HAPTKR IL THE SPIRITUAL IN THE EARLY 
chri>ti a n churcil Signs amt wonders in the days 
of the Fathers. Martyrdom of Polycarp. There 
turn of Evagrhm after death. Augustine's faith. 
The philosophy of Alexandria.

CHAPTER IH. SPIRITUALISM IN CATHOLIC AGES 
The counterfeiting of miracles. St. Bernard. T^m

• case of Mademoiselle Perrier, The tomb of the 
Abbe Paris. “The Lives of Saints.*’ Levitation. 
Prophecy of the death of Gangunelli.

CHAPTER IV. THE SHADOW' OF CATHOLIC SPIR 
(tualism. Crimes of the Papacy. The record of 
the Dark Ages. Mission and martyrdom of Joan <>f 
Arc. The career of Savonarola. "Death of Urban 
Grander. 1

CHAPTER V. THE SPIRITUALISM OF THE WAL 
denser AND CAMisARDs. The Israel ofthe Alp*. 
Ten centuries of Persecution. Arnaud’s march. 
The deeds of Laporte and Cavalier. The ordeal of 
lire. End <>f theCevennois War.

CHAPTER VL Protestant spiritualism. Pre
cursors of the Reformation. Luther and Satan. 
Calvin. Wishart martyrdom. Witchcraft. Fa* 
mon- accounts of apparitic s. Bunyan. Fox and 
Wesley.'' ’

CHAPTER VIL TH® SPIRITUALISM OF CERTAIN 
greatskers. “ The Reveries of Jaeob Behmen. * 
Swedenborg's character and teachings. Narratives 
regarding the spiritual gifts. Jung Stilling. HD 
unconquerable faith, and the providences accorded 
him. Zschokke, Oberlin, and the Seeress of Pre- 
vosu ■ ■ : .

l’art Third.
MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

HAPTKR L INTRODUCTORY.
"HAPRERH, delusions. American false proph
ets. Two M-reveiends claim to be witnesses fore
told by St. John. “The New Jerusalem.'* A 
strange episode in the history of Geneva. “The 
New Motor Power." A society formed for the at . 
tainment of earthly immortality. 4

“HAPTKR HL delusions (continued). The re 
vivai of Pythagorean dreams. Allan Kardec* 
communication after death. Fancied evocation of 
the spirit <*f n sleeper. Fallacies of KardeeDm, 
'Mie Theosophical Society. Its vain quest for 
sylphs and gnotpes. Chemical processes fur Dm 
manufacture of spirits. A magician wanted.

CHAPTEKIV. Mental diseases little understood. 
CHAPTER V. “PEOPLE FROM THEOTHER WORLD.” 

A pseudo investigator. Gropings in the dark. The 
spirit whose name was Yusef. Strange logic and 
strange theories.

CHAPTER VL HKEPTICS AND TESTS. Mistaken 
Spiritualists. Libels on the Spirit world. Tin* 
whitewashing of Ethiopians.

CHAPTER Vil. absurdities. “When Greek 
meets Greek.” The spirit-costume of Oliver Crom
well. Distinguished visitors to Italian seances. A 
servant and prophet of God. Convivial spirits. A 
ghost's tea-party. A dream of Mary Stuart. The 
ideas of a homicide concerning his own execution. 
An exceedingly gifted medium. The Crystal Pal- 
m-es of Jupiter, Re-Incarnative literature. The

• mission of John King. A penniless archangel. A 
spirit with a taste for diamonds. Themost wonder- 
iul medium in the world.

'HAPTER VIII. TRICKERY AND ITS EXPOSURE 
Dark seances. A letter from Serjeant Cox. Th' 
concealment of “spirit-drapery.'* Rope tying an: 
handcuffs. Narrative of exposed imposture. V - 
rums modes of fraud.

'HAPTKR IX. TRICKERY AND ITS EXPOSURE 
.Continued). The passing of matter through mat 
Ser- “Spirit, brought flowers." The ordinary dark 
senme. Variations of “phenomenal" trickery 
•■Spirit Photography." Moulds of ghostly hand* 
and feet. Baron Kirkup's experience. The read 
,ng of sealed letters.
HAPTERX. THE HIGHER ASPECTS OF SPUUTU 
alism. The theological Heaven. A story regard 
ing a coffin- An Incident with “L. M." A London 
drama. “Blackwood's Magazine” and some Beane**!* 
in Geneva. ■ ■ :
H APTER XI. “OUR FATHER.'
HAPTKR XII. THE HIGHER aspect of spiritu- 
alc u (continued). “Stella.”

APPENDIX.
This covers eight pages and was not included Its 

th..* American edition. It Is devoted to a brief no 
,-uhh ot a young medium wire under spirit influence 
wrote poetry of a high order. Extracts from these 
poetic inspirations are given. The appendix is 
an Interesting and most fitting conclusion of a vaiu- 
*ble book.

Thi# J* the English edition originally published a, 
M.OO. It is a large book, equal to 6Q0 pages of the 
average 12mo., and much superior in every way to 
the American edition published some years ago. 
Originally published tn 1877. It was In advance of lu 
time. Events of the *>Mt twelve years have justified 
tho work and proven Mr. Home a true prophet 
guide and adviser In a field to which his labor, gif u 
and noble character have given lustre.

8vo., 412 pages. Price, 12.00.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Th® B1LIG1O* 

PHILOSOPHICAL JOHMMAL Office.
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“The Denton.”
A Great Premium.

A #40 SEWING MACHINE AND THE K«- 
LKUO PHILOSOl'HICAL JOUR

NAL ONE YEAR FOR #20

Points ot Superiority
OF THE

Sewing Machine-
’•THE DENTON” has the largest design of bent 

woodwork; with skeleton drawer eases, made in both 
walnut and oak, highly finished and-the most dur
able made.

The stand is rigid and strung, having brace from 
over each end of treadie rod to table, has a large bal
ance wheel with belt replacer, and|a very easy 
motion of treadle. *

The head is free from plate tensions, the (machine 
is so set that without any change of upper or lower 
ension you can sew from No. W to No. 150 thread, 

and by a very slight change of disc tension on face 
plate, you can sew from the coarsest (to the finest 
thread. It has a self-sett!ng needle and loose pully 
device on hand wheel for winding bobbins without 
running the machine; has automatic bobbin winder, 
seif-threading shuttle with positive feed and positive 
take-up. The finest work, Arrasene, Embroidery, 
Etching, or any work done on any other machine, 
can easily be accomplished on this one. It Is adjust
able in all Its bearings, and has less springs titan any 
other sewing machine on the market. It is the 
quickest to thread, being self-threading, except the 
eye of the needl^ It is the easiest machine In 
changing length of stitch, and is very quiet and easy 
running. Is a high arm machine, which allows of a 
very large space under arm,

Attachments Aeeonipaipg Each Machine
ARE AS FOLLOWS:

One Huffier, with Shlrrer Plate
One Set of 4 Hemmers, 
One Binder,
One Presser Foot, 
One Hemmer am Feller, 
One Braider Fooix 
one Tucker, 
One Quilter, 
One Plate Gauge, 
One Slide for Braider, 
One OU Can (with 018, 
One Thread Cutter,

Attachments in 
bracket are all 

Interchangeable 
into toot on 
presser bar.

Six Bobbins, 
Seven Needles, 
One Large Screw Driver, 
tine Small Screw Driver, 
One Wrench, 
One Instruction Book.

j Every machine is fully warranted for five years 
Any part proving defective will be replaced free of 

^charge, excepting needles bobbins ^m shuttles.
TERMS.

Any old subscriber will be entitled to "The Denton’ 
machine and one year's extension of subscription to 
Thk Journal on payment of 120.

‘ Any new subsbriber will receive "The Denton' 
machlneandTHKiJoURNAL for one year on pay
ment ofW.

For #75 I will send Thb Journal one year to 
thirty new subscribers, and "The Denton" to the 
getter-up of the club.

N. B. - This proposal for clubs secures $145 
for #75, and those proposing to canvass for such a 
club must notify me at once, as 1 reserve the right 
to withdraw the offer, only holding myself obligated 
to such as have notified me that they are at work on

SHIPPING.
Every machine will be securely packed and 'crated 

and delivered on board car at factory free of extra 
charge. The transportation charges, to be paid on 
delivery by the buyer, will be very small; the crated 
machine going as ordinary freight,

‘•The Denton” is manufactured exclusively for the 
HKLiGio-Philosophical Journal and Is equal in 
all particulars to any #40 machine on the market.

REMITTANCES.
Send money by P. O. order, express order, or draft 

on Chicago or New York. Please do nut send checks 
on local banks.

State whether you wilt have the machine in oak or 
walnut.

Address
The ReUgio-l’hlloiophlcai J o nrnal o

Works of Instruction in
HYPNOTISM, 

. MESMERISM, AND 
ANIMAL MAGNETISM.

How to Mesmerize. By J. W. Cadwell a practi
cal and experlenced.operator. Paper covers. Price 
50 cents.

How to Magnetize, or x Magnetism and 
Clairvoyance: By J. V, Wilson. Paper coders. 
Price 25 cents.

How to Mesmerize. A manual. Sy J. Contes. 
Ph. P. Paper covers. Price 5i cents.

The Illustrated Practical Mesmerist. By 
W- Davey, Stiff board covers. Price ;.» cents.

Human Magnetism: Its Nature, Physi
ology and Psychology. Its uses as a remedial 
agent, and In .moral and intellectual improvement, 
etc, By Dr. ii. 8. Drayton. Cloth, Price 75 cents.

Hypnotism: Its History and Present De
velopment.; By Frederick Bjornetrom, M. D. Au
thorized translation from the Swedish, by Baron 
Nils Poms. MJg. Paper Covers. Price 30 cents.

Animal Magnetism. By Binet and Fere, Cloth. 
Price #1.30, postage iu cents.

Practical Instructions iu Animal Magne
tism. J. P. F. Delenze. Revised edition with an 
appendix of notes by the translator, and letters 
from eminent physicians, descriptive of cases in 
the United States. (Toth. Price I2.IM. Postage 15 
cents.

Vital Magnetic Cure. An exposition of vital 
magnetism and Its application to the treatment of 
mental and'physical disease. By a magnetic physi
cian. Cloth. ’ Price 1.00, postage 10 cents.

Mental Suggestion. By Dr. .1. Oehorowlcz. 
Sometime Professor extraordnarius of Psychology 
and Natural pilosophy in the University of Lem- 
burg. With a preface by Charles Richet. “

Translated from the French by J. Fitzgerald M, A. 
Rtip octavo )kce>. Paper covers 11,20. Cloth 12.0

For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio 
Philosophical Journal Office.

OUR FLAG,
OR THK EVOLUTION OF

The Stars and Stripes;

ROBERT ALLEN CAMPBELL.
Compiler of the first Atlas of Indiana, author of "The 

Rebellion Record,' etc.
Thia work as a history of the “Stars and Stripes,” 

gives the facts that are recorded in official docu
ments, the Histories of the Country and the Cyclo
pedias so succinctly and Interestingly arranged that 
the w^hole story Is told tn a moderate volume.

The symbolic meanings of the colorsand the de
signs of the “Star Spang ed Banner" are beautifully 
brought out and embellished with 21» Illustrations - 
three of them in colors showing Foreign, Colonial 
and United States ensigns.

Price, 11.00, postpaid.
For sale, who’esale and retail, at Thk Religio- 

PHILOSOPHK’AL JOURNAL Office.

THE WAf, THE TRUTH ANH THE LIFE
A HANILB OK DE

Christian Theosophy, Healing,
^ AND PSYCHir cri.TIM

A NEW EDUCATION,

HAsei* t ton

rholckmland Method of ThnUhriat

BY J H. 11LWKY, M, I*

The object of the hook is nut to tench a philosophy, 
hut a method; iinivihmlby vhieii ajj mav come to 
an Immediate intuitive knowledge of the truth, each 
.•>r himself, by nn inward illumination, which is 
Maimed to be within n m-h of the humblest.

A clear exposition Is given of the jaw and principle 
upon which all forms ot Mental and Faith Healing 
*r’’bused, with plain, practical and specific Instruc
tion for self-healing :.a well as for the healing of 
others. '

More Important still Is the thorough exposition of 
the higher psychic powers, viz., Psychometry, Nor
mal beership, Mental Telegraphy, Distant Healing, 
etc., and tl.e new and specific processes for their Im 
mediate development and exercise, which the author 
claims are as normal, practical and legitimate ns are 
the development and tialnlng of muscle, the musical 
or any other faculty.

400 pp. Price, #2.80 Postage. 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, av Thk Rkligio* 

Philosophical journal Office.
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IS DARWIN RIGHT ?
OR, -

Tho Origin of Man.
«V WILLIAM DENTON,

Aniitv-uf "bur Planet," "Sunl «.f Thing#.’ Etc,

i’M" ts a cloth bound volume uf two hundred page#. 
m«»., himdHimmh illustrated It shows that man 1# 

n»t of mitaciibum. but of nuttu«l origin: vet 
hat Darwin a theory Is rwiknlly defective, because 
UcHvi'.vouf the MUrHim: <;uws whMi have been 
tho most potent concerned in His production, it is 
•ctentifie. plain, eloquent nn<i convincing am prob- 
»tdy sheds more llgiit upon man s origin limn all the 
volumes tne press has given lo the public n>r years.

Price, #1 (If); postage,;, cents.
For sale, wholesale arid retail, at THK KLElu- 

PULUSM’IUVA I. JUPKNal Office.

THE VOICES.
by warren sumner Harlow.

Thk Vihcl ok N ati :>k represents God Jn ihe light 
uf Reason ami Philosophy In J H« iinchang i» Wa and 
glorious attributes

Thk Vihvemk A Pkhhlk dHincates the indlvidu- 
ility of Statu, ami Mimi, fraternal Charity ami 
Love ''’''''&

Thk Vnn'KuFSuPERsnrioN takes the creeds Pt 
their u oni, and proves by numerous passages from 
the Btlde that fiuHl'Mnf Moses has been defeated 
by Satan, from tho Garden of Eden to Mount C»|- 
vnrv 1

THK Voles; up PhaYER onfuiv.es tho idea Hint our 
irayersmust accord with Immutable Jaw#, else we 
pray for effects. Independent of cause.

Twelfth edition, with a new stippled Meel-plaw 
mgravlng of the author front a recent photograph. 
Printed in large, clear type, on beautiful tinted 
aaper, bound In beveled boards.

Price. #LW. postage IV cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tint RKLuau- 
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SPIRITUALISM.
BY EPES SARGENT.

Author of *■ Planchette, or the Despair of Science, 
"The Proof Palpable of immurinLly/ ’'’*“

This is ft large ’“mo. of 372 pages, in long prltJJto. 
type, with an appendix <d twenty-three pagc^r'ML, 
vler.

The author takes the ground that since natWHM 
science H concerned with a knowledge of real Phe
nomena, appealing to oar sense perceptions, WXi 
which are uni only hlMorieally Imparted, but are HF 
nvily presented lit the irresistible form of daily 
demonstration to any faithful investigator, thuro.'^ 
>plrhmillMn is a mit*ral science, and al] nppos’ 
lion to it. under Uie fe^irant ’»reten*c that it Is om. 
side of nature, U miscienilfie amt inipbilosophical.

Mr. Largent remarks in his preface: ” The hour is 
coming, mid now is. when the man ehttnung to he a 
philosopher, physical or nn-iupuyshal. who shall 
overb og the constantly recurring phenomena here 
recorded, will be set dpwn a* liehind the age. or ns 
evading its most. fmportantqimMion. Spiritualism Is 
not now Thk hespadi of science, as I called it on 
the title page of my first bookuu the subject. Among 
intelligent observers Ils claim# to scientific recogni
tion are no longer a matter of doubt."

/loth. 12mo., 372 pages. Price, fl. postage It 
cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail at The Keligio- 
Puilosophical Journal Office.

SiTS«
Edited by M. L. Holbrook. M- D., Editor, Author 

and Publisher, With an Appendix on the Cure 
of Children, by Dr. C. S. Lozier. Jute Denn uf thc Ne,* 
York Medical College, for Women, ^o\

The difficulty has been not in find what to say, but 
lo dcctae what to omit. It is believed that a health 
ful regimen has been described: a eojstrnetlvn. nri 
paratory and preventive training, rather Gnp’ 
eour.se of remedies, medications and drugs.

Price, #1,00.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Relimo- 

Philosophical Journal Office.

SPECIAL IMPORTATION,

Spirit Workers in the Home Circle'
HANDSOME DEMY »VO.

Being an Autobiographic Narrative of Psychic Phe 
nomena Lt the Family Circle Spread over a

Period of Nearly Twenty Yea re

BY MURELL THEuRAlJ- C A., 
Of London, Englm*

A Mmhc.4 supply of ihismtwan/ Hdciestlng Look 
is m»w HiTowiylir American piddle. Having Inn 
purled It in sheets we lire able tn offer the work at a 
sharp reduction in our price at which thc English 
bound edition van he supplied in America.

The book Is a large ''Inxt of .db pages, hanns-mn Sv 
printed on Jine heavy super from new' type a ch 
Lt.wy initial Murs and chapter ornaments. Pic e 
fl 5b a very tow figure.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio* 
PHn.<*KOPHK< ai*. Journal office.

CUES !. SMB'S WK
After Dogmatic Theology, What?
MATERIALISM, OR A SPIRITUAL PHILOSO

PHY AND NATURAL .RELIGION.

Bl Ml ES R, ME«»l\S

"PhyslOlegv ledums mini b., ,-i j-idS; Psychology 
hits him (h immortality."

This is a thuughituf, crisp, well condensed book, 
irom the pen of an experienced thinker and writer, 
well-known In every field of reform, and an eHrnust, 
consistent Spiritualist. From out his ample store of 
experience and rending the author aptiydruwsinnu- 
meratde Ilhistfatiunsto fortifv his argument. The 
book may b<5 unqualifiedly commended,

"It aims to state Materialism fairly, and to hold it 
as fragmentary and inconsequent: to give a wide 
range of ancient and modern proof of the higher as
pects of the God Idea in history. The closing chapter 
on Intuition, gives some remarkable facts.”—Def nd* 
Poxt and Tribune.

12mo, cloth, 114 pages. Price 50 cents; postage, > 
cents

Progress From Poverty.
A Review and Criticism of Henry George's Pro

gress and Poverty, and Protection or Free Trade.
“It would be hard to make a more effective reply ,c 

Mr. George # assertion that land and wage servitude 
is worse than chattel slavery than la done by quot- 
-ng from slave overseer journals brought north dur- 
iigthe war, and from old advertisements InBouthern 
.< draper#, showing what chattel slavery actually
sis Xew York Tribune.
I vice, cloth, 60 cents; paper, 25 cents.
For sale* wholesale and -sta' at THK Rkligio- 
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For some time AThe Journal has been 
offering to send the paper to new sub
scribers tor 50 cents for twelve Wks. 
This opportunity will not be given but for 
a few numbers longer. The interest in 
rhe papers read before the Psychical Sci
ence Congress is very great and as it is 
at present doubtful whether they will be 
published in book form or not. a subscrip
tion to The Journal affords a chance of 
knowing what these careful investigators 
think on psychical subjects.

The Ferris Wheel Company has issued 
a charming little brochure “Car No.----- . 
A Romance of the Ferris Wheel” which is 
a well written but rather weird and grew- 
some story and tells why one car of the 
wheel is never occupied. It is appropri
ately illustrated and the delicately tinted 
covers show pictures of the structure. It 
has for its frontispiece a picture of George 
W. Ferris, who is shown to be a young 
man,’with a keen, thoughtful face, who 
conceived the idea of the wonderful wheel, 
than which there is probably nothing at 
the Fair which better shows the power

and inventive faculty of the human brain, be in tores Vid to .sec how ft compares with
Like the Eiffel tower of the Paris Exposi
tion, it is the first object that attracts the 
eye, as the visitor appoaches the Fair. At 
a distance, it looks like a delicate filmy 
wheel hung by invisible threads from the 
sky. but a nearer view reveals a light but 
substantia] iron construction the top of 
which to the visitor standing at its base, 
seems a dizzy height. There are thirty- 
nine cars, each seating forty persons. The 
wheel moves very slowly and timid peo
ple need not fear unpleasant Sensations, 
The cost of the wheel was $300,000 and 
the success of the venture is proven by the 
fact that tht* wheel paid for itself some 
two weeks ago, representing boo.oou per
sons who had made the circuit of the 
wheel.

The House of Lords has thrown down 
the gauntlet to the. British people. With
out even the pretense of fair discussion it 
rejected, amid jeers and derisive laughter, 
and by a majority of ten to one, the great 
measure for the self government of In
land, which has been ratified by the votes 
of ihe elected representatives of the people. 
Mr. Gladstone will not appeal to-the elec
tors on theatre question of Home Rule. 
He will bring forward at the autumn ses
sion of Parliament measures to abolish 
plural voting, to increase the working- 
mall's vote by an improved system of reg
istration, and to transfer the management 
of local affairs in country districts from 
the landowners to the tenants. Those 
proposals the Lords will undoubtedly re
ject; and then the Gladsttmians will go 
before the country demanding either tho 
compliance of the hereditary chamber nr 
its abolition. There is little doubt as to 
the answer, if Mr. Gladstone lives to lead 
the Liberal hosts in the campaign against 
the citadel of privilege and injustice.

A pleasant coincidence occurred re
cently. Mr, H. C. Train, of New York 
City, formerly of Kansas City, Mo., called 
at the office the same day a letter was re* 
ceived from W. II. Holmes, of Davenport, 
Iowa. Both gentlemen were among the 
original number called together by ’the 
founder of The Kelioio-Philosophical 
Journal for the purpose of discussing 
the- advisability of establishing "such a 
paper. Both have been regular subscrib
ers and staunch friends of The Journal 
since 18(55 and are unless interested in its 
work to-day than they were then.

A new subscriber in Georgia writes as 
follows; “While you are no doubt so oc
cupied that there is scarcely time to read 
more than what is strictly business, I 
venture to express my entire satisfaction 
with your Journal, and this is derived 
from the scientific, chaste style, while it 
affords me religiously the consolation of 
certainty in the final evolution of a soqnd, 
scientific, reasonable knowledge of the 
future life, affording all the necessary in
centives for a moral life ami dispensing 
with the hells of our Rev. Sam Jones, of 
Cartersville. Ga.

We. regret to learn that Mrs. E. L. Wat
son has been ill since she arrived at her 
home in Cupertino. She is now recover
ing and hopes soon to regain her accus
tomed health. She requests that her cor
respondents will wait patiently until she is 
able to answer their letters.

We have recently gotten out it new edi
tion of the popular little pamphlet, 
•‘Heaven Revised,” by Mrs. K. I? Duffey. 
This is an excellent book to give to per
sons who are anxious to know what Spir
itualists believe in regard to the future 
life, as it is a “narrative of personal ex
periences after the change called death.” 
Those who arc already Spiritualists will

thdr individual c<mcep£i<>ns and export* 
♦ nces. Price twenty-five cents. For sale 
alt his office. :

“Mr. Heaphy’s Ghost”/ is a pamphlet 
emiUiiuiiig tire Lundon artist s own account 
of a wonderful apparition. There are 
also the letters written by Charles Dickens 
lo Mr. IL aphy, referring, to the peculiar 
circumstances which attended the original 
publication in “All th« Year Round" of an 
inaccurate version of ihi/stury. We have 
a number of copies, stums shopworn, that 
we will semi on application, accompanied

. by two two-cent stamps. ;

Mrs. F. o. Hvzer. th“ WHl-iwm’nibered 
inspirational speaker, has ma had hm* 
usual health since an attack of tin*grippe. 
Sin* is pn paring a report of her own per
sonal experience in the psychic line of 
revelation for The Journal. which will 
interest all our readers.

Mrs. Nellie T. Brigham is speaking be
fore ihe Ethical Society of Spiritualists, at 
Knickerbocker Conservatory. JI West 1 hh 
St., New York. Mrs. Brigham is one of 
the few old speakers on the spiritual plat
form and is as popular to-day as she was 
in the early days.

People who are interested in the Society 
for Psychical Research can procure back 
numbers nt this office. Some of the older 
numbers have become very rare ami we 
have but a few that we can sell. I’m 
prices, see advertisement on another page.

THE FACE IS THE INDEX
to the character, and to the health as well. 
Impure blood makes itself apparent in a 
poor complexion, pimples and facial erup
tions. The remedy is not in external ap
plications—in lotions and “creams/’ but 
iu a blood cleansing tonic. There are 
tonics and tonics: “bitters” and sarsa- 
parillas without end—the drug stores 
overflow with them. The test of years is 
the onlv sure criterion in judging medi
cines. Dr. Peter's Blood Vitalizer has en
joyed an unquestionable reputation for 
more than a century. It purifies and 
quickens the sluggish circulation, freshens 
the entire systems, and clears the brain by 
restoring the bodily organs to their normal 
health, Not on sale ujl drug stores. Can 
be secured of local retail-agents only. For 
particulars, write Dr. Peter Fahrney, 
Chicago. Ill.
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I Character in IRelklion
A Weekly Journal of Natural and Rational 

Religion, seeking to unite the various phases 
of free thought in a religious movement that 
will find its basis of work in a desire to ennoble 
souls, to enlarge the boundaries of good will 
among men ana to improve the life that now is.

Jenkin Lloyd Jones, Editor in Chief, assisted 
by a corps of able workers in religion and 
ethics, including Dr. H - W. Thomas, Rabbi H. 
G. Hirsch, Dr. A. J. Canfield and Mr. M. M. 
Mangasarian.

PRICE $1.00 A YEAR
Sixteen quarto pages. Including a liberal ser 

Inou or lecture, a review of current events and 
religious and sociological literature, and a 
number, of timely editorials and contributed 
articles. Published by Unity Pnbliihtng Co. 
publishers of Liberal Literature, 175 Dearbort 
Street, Chicago, U. S, A.

D.D.HOME
His Life and Mission.
Madame Dunglas Home

Ira raison ne present jamais: edit ire.

Within the compass of an advertisement no r.»le 
qmte description of the interesting contents of 
this book can be given: it must be read before its 
importance can be realized.

The work Is a large svo of 42S pages, printed from 
targe type on tineheavy, super calendered paper and 
strongly bound in cloth. The price put on it is less 
than value,butMrs. Home is desirous that this work 
should have an extended rending in America hence 
the book will be sold at a low

Price, 62.2S, pontage free.

Don’t be 
the Axe!

in mind 
that the 

grocer

tells you that lie has something 
“as ^ood as” or "the same 
as ’’ Pearline. There can be 
but one reason more profit 
to him by your use of the

But how is it with you? 
What reason can you have for 
wanting- to take the risk ? 
Certainly not economy — 
Pearline leads to the greatest 
economy in every direction... - 
saves the most money, time, 
clothes and health. If your 
grocer sends you an imitation, 
be honest—send it back. 386

UNANSWERABLE LOGIC
A Series of Spiritual Discourses Given Through 

the Mediumship of Thomas Gales roister.
« remarkably clear, comprehensive and complete 

presentation of the phenomena and teachings of 
Modern Spirit nation is uivm in those lecture*, eom- 
parliw them with Hm-e of the past In respect to life 
herc-and herenfb"-.

The hinny thouMimls who have listened to th*' 
eloquent dlseouroes of Thomas Cains Filter, wlion 
In the prime of earth-life, win welcome this volume 
with heartfelt gratitude.

The following chapters are especially Interestin 
What is Spiritualism? Philosophy of Death; Wt 
Ues beyond the Veil? Human Destiny. Clalrvoyaik 
and Clairaudience. What Spiritualists Believe, eft

Cloth; large 12 mo., beveled btwitH Price, fU»
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Thk Remgw- 

Peilobophical Journal Offlc

PLANGHETTE
The Scientific Planchette

Improved from the Original 
Pattern of 1860.

Many devices and Instruments have been Invented 
since Planchette first appeared but none of them 
hnveever answered the purpose so well.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.
Place Planchette on a sheet of paper (printing or 

wrapping paper will answer), then place the hand 
lightly on the board: in a few minutes It begins to 
move and Is ready to answer mental or spoken ques
tions. It will not work for everybody; but when a 
party or tnree or four come together it ts^ljnoet cer
tain that some one of the number will have the 
peculiar power necessary to enable Planchette to 
display its mysterious workings, f one be unsuc
cessful let two try it together.

That Planchette is capable of affording constant 
entertainment is well established by thirty years' 
iu, nor is It less likely to afford instruction. In
numerable cases are of record where It has been the 
means of conveying messages from spirits to mor
tals. Planchette offers a wide and never ending 
field for speculation and experiment. Z

Price, 75 cents. Sent by mail packed Injitrax- 
board boxJree of postage..

For sale, wholesale and retail, at TH* Rsligio- 
Philosophical Journal Office.

IN THE LIGHT OF

The Harmonktl Philosophy

BY MARY F. RAVIS.

A. Whole Volume of Philosophical Truth is 
Condensed into this Little Pamphlet.

Mr*. Davis lias developed with rira falthfuIncBs 
pathos the pure principles of true spiritualism. I he 
aorr.»vful may find consolation in these ]>««», 
and the doubtful a firm foundation and a clear sky.

Price, 15 cents. Eight copies for IL Cloth bound 
30cents. .

For sale, wholesale and retail at TH* BtUOKh 
PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL Office.


